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LOT #

A rare original release 40"X 60" poster for disaster film,
The Towering Inferno with an all-star cast including:
Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway and Paul Newman .
This poster is folded. Overall nice shape with general
wear and NO tack holes. Condition as pictured.. This
poster is from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history!

Towering Inferno (1974) 40" x 60" Movie Poster1

Original vintage linen backed movie poster. Sixteen
Fathoms Deep, the 1948 Irving Allen underwater ocean
scuba diving adventure thriller starring Arthur Lake,
Lon Chaney Jr., and Lloyd Bridges . Approximately 28"
x 41 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured..

16 Fathoms (1948) Linen Backed Movie Poster1a

Original 1975 release vintage one-sheet movie poster.
27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in
nice shape with corner tack holes and fold creasing.
Fold lines have a couple of small tears.  Condition as
pictured..

Jaws (1975) One-Sheet Movie Poster2

Original one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the
1964 American black-and-white war drama film written
and produced by Russ Harvey, who also plays the main
role. The film is set during the Korean War. No Man's
Land was released under Harvey's name as director
but the film appears to have actually been directed by
Pat Boyette. Poster is folded and appears to be in nice
shape with some edge and general wear with NO tack
holes. Condition as pictured. Canadian Quebec stamp

No Man's Land 1964 Korean War Movie Poster2a

LOT #
on front.

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which
includes #1-8, for the 1965 cult B-movie "The Tomb of
Ligeia" directed by Roger Corman and distributed by
American International Pictures. Stars actors/actresses
such as Vincent Price, Elizabeth Shepherd, John
Westbrook, and more! Film is loosely based off of
Edgar Allan Poe's short story, "Ligeia". Overall, these
lobby cards present themselves to be in great shape,
however, each card has general wear such as edge
wear and has hole present on the lower middle portion
(which appears to be common for lobby cards for this
film). See pictures for further condition details.

The Tomb of Ligeia Lobby Card Set of (8)3

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold movie posters for posters The
Omen (1976, Advance), The Omen (1976, Style F) and
The Omen II (1978, Style A). See full description for
details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history! The
Omen Advance 1976 Tri-Fold Movie Poster. Original
one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41" Advance) for
1976 supernatural horror film directed by Richard
Donner starring Gregory Peck, Lee Remick, David
Warner, Harvey Spencer Stephens (in his film debut),
Billie Whitelaw, Patrick Troughton, Martin Benson, and
Leo McKern. Poster appears to be in excellent shape
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. The Omen
Style F 1976 Tri-Fold Movie Poster. Original one-sheet
tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41" Style F) for 1976
supernatural horror film directed by Richard Donner
starring Gregory Peck, Lee Remick, David Warner,
Harvey Spencer Stephens (in his film debut), Billie
Whitelaw, Patrick Troughton, Martin Benson, and Leo
McKern. Poster appears to be in excellent shape with

The Omen/Omen II Tri-Fold Poster Lot4

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Omen II Style
A/1978 Tri-Fold Movie Poster. Original tri-fold
one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the 1978
supernatural horror film directed by Don Taylor. It stars
William Holden and Lee Grant, with Jonathan
Scott-Taylor, Robert Foxworth, Lew Ayres, Sylvia
Sidney, Lance Henriksen, Ian Hendry, and Leo
McKern. Poster appears to be in nice shape with little
wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

A Score Board Inc. Fantastic Voyage Collection that
includes 2 blueprints and 5 production stills from the
1966 film. Blueprints showcase the Proteus submarine
and reproduced from the original set prints. Blueprints
measure 25"x38" and prints measure 11"x14". Prints
are rolled, but are in overall great condition with minor
wear from storage. Collection includes Certificate of
Authenticity. Please see photos for further condition
details.

The Fantastic Voyage Collection - Score Board
Inc

5

Original linen backed advance teaser vintage movie
poster. Scanners is a 1981 Canadian science fiction
horror film written and directed by David Cronenberg
and starring Stephen Lack, Jennifer O'Neill, Michael
Ironside, and Patrick McGoohan. Approximately 28
3/4" x 41" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Scanners (1981) Linen Backed Adv. Movie
Poster

5a

A rolled backlit poster of, "Hello Dolly". Film was
released in 1969, directed by Gene Kelly, and stars
Barbra Streisand, Louis Armstrong, and more.
Measures roughly 37x48 1/2". Conditions as pictured.
See photos for further condition details.

Hello Dolly Backlit Film Poster6

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (style B, 27" x
41") for the 1974 rock musical comedy horror film
written and directed by Brian De Palma and scored by
and starring Paul Williams. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the

Phantom of the Paradise 1974 Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

7

LOT #
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Female Animal", a drama film noir. Film was directed
by Harry Keller, distributed by Universal Pictures, and
stars Hedy Lamarr, Jane Powell, and more. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, tears, tanning, tack
holes, creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

The Female Animal (1958) Hedy Lamarr 1sh
Poster

8

Four folded one sheet movie posters featuring Woody
Allen such as Sleeper (International One Sheet),
What's Up, Tiger Lily?, and two Everything You Always
Wanted To Know About Sex. All posters have varying
degrees of fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Woody Allen Movie Related 1sh Posters Lot of
(4)

9

A 2002 promotional Gimli and Legolas #385 cardboard
cutout standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 32" x
70" tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first
image and some visual discrepancies may be present.
See pictures for further condition details.

LOTR #385 Gimli & Legolas 2002 Cardboard
Standee

10

Original linen backed vintage Italian language
half-sheet movie poster for the 1965 film. L'invasione
degli astromostri is the sixth film in the Godzilla
franchise. Approximately 21 3/4" x 29" with backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Invasion of Astro-Monster/Godzilla/Linen
Backed

10a

Three 1952 rolled Britain related travel posters.
Measures roughly 20x29 3/4". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1952 Britain Travel Posters Lot of (3)11

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold one-sheets (both Spanish) for
Young Frankenstein and Silent Movie. See full
description for details and conditions. These posters

Mel Brooks 1970s Tri-Fold Poster Lot12

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Young Frankenstein (Junior) Spanish
Poster/1974. Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster
(27" x 41", Spanish) for Frankenstein Junior (US:
Young Frankenstein, the comedy film by Mel Brooks
starring Gene Wilder, Peter Boyle, Cloris Leachman,
and Marty Feldman. Poster is complete. Moderate
wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Silent Movie 1976
Tri-Fold Movie Poster/Mel Brooks. Original tri-fold
one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41", Spanish) for the
1976 American satirical silent comedy film cowritten,
directed by and starring Mel Brooks and an ensemble
cast that includes Dom DeLuise, Marty Feldman,
Bernadette Peters and Sid Caesar, with cameos by
Anne Bancroft, Liza Minnelli, Burt Reynolds, James
Caan, Marcel Marceau and Paul Newman as
themselves. Poster appears to be in excellent condition
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

A vintage rolled 1975 2-sheet poster for the Stanley
Kubrick film "Barry Lyndon". Poster measures 40"x60"
and is printed on cardstock. Poster shows some wear
including tack/pin holes, creasing along the edges, and
minor spots of discoloration. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Barry Lyndon (1975) -  2-sheet Poster13

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for Conrack (1974). See
full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Conrack Style B (x2).  2
Original one-sheet tri-fold movie posters (27" x 41",
Rare Style B x2) for Conrack, a 1974 American drama
film based on the 1972 autobiographical book The
Water Is Wide by Pat Conroy, directed by Martin Ritt
and starring Jon Voight in the title role. Poster appears
to be in good condition with moderate wear as pictured.
NO tack holes and Conrack Style A. Original one-sheet
tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41"). Poster appears to be
in good condition with moderate wear as pictured. NO
tack holes.

Conrack/Jon Voight 1974 Tri-Fold Poster Lot14

LOT #

7 (of 8) original 1961 lobby cards (14" x 11") for the
1960 American musical comedy film starring Marilyn
Monroe, Yves Montand, and Tony Randall .  Lobby
cards appears to be in excellent condition with little
wear as pictured. NO tack holes. These lobby cards are
from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century
Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Let's Make Love Marilyn Monroe 1960 Lobby
Cards

15

Original vintage linen backed half-sheet movie poster
for the film Sex Kittens Go to College, a 1960
American comedy film by Allied Artists Pictures,
produced and directed by Albert Zugsmith and starring
Mamie Van Doren, Tuesday Weld and Mijanou Bardot.
Approximately 23 3/8" x 30" with linen backing. This
poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying
the poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

Sex Kittens Go To College Linen Backed
Half-Sheet

15a

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"The Blue Veil". Film was directed by Curtis Bernhardt
and stars Jane Wyman, Charles Laughton, and more.
Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate wear such as edge wear, creases, tears,
tape residuals, tack holes, discoloration/tanning,
writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Blue Veil (1951) RKO Pictures 1sh Poster16

Six vintage movie posters including half-sheets,
window cards, and reproduction posters. Features
various films such as The Star Maker, Music in the
Moonlight/Ice-Capades, My Little Chickadee, and
more! Condition as pictured.. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage Film Poster & More Lot of (6)17

Lot of 6 posters. Includes: Buck Rogers 1979, Butch
and Sundance The Early Days 1979, Nightwing 1979,
The Daredevil 1972, Norman...Is that you? (1977
w/synopsis), and MacArthur 1977. Movie posters are all
folded and measure approx.. 27" x 41". Overall they
appear to be in nice shape with some varied wear.

1970s Movie Poster Lot17a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Condition as pictured.

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for Forty Guns(1957) and
The 3 Outlaws (1956) See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! Forty Guns 1957
Western Tri-Fold Movie Poster. Original one-sheet
tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for the 1957 Western
written and directed by Samuel Fuller, starring Barbara
Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan and Gene Barry.. Poster
appears to be in good condition with a few tears near
the fold lines (the largest is about 3 1/2") and general
edge wear with Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back. The 3 Outlaws 1956
Tri-Fold Movie Poster. Original one-sheet tri-fold movie
poster (27" x 41") for The Three Outlaws, a 1956
American Western film starring Neville Brand as Butch
Cassidy and Alan Hale Jr. as the Sundance Kid. Poster
appears in nice shape with light wear as pictured. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

1950s Westerns Tri-Fold Poster Lot18

Two vintage folded original one sheet posters for, "Joe
Butterfly" (1957) and "The Wild and the Innocent"
(1959), both starring Audie Murphy. Both posters have
varying degrees of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Audie Murphy 1sh Movie Posters Lot of (2)19

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "Ski Party", a winter themed Beach
Party film. Features Frankie Avalon and Annette
Funicello. Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits
signs of light general wear such as edge wear, creases,
staining, small tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Ski Party Frankie Avalon/Annette Funicello
Poster

20

Original vintage linen backed half-sheet movie poster
for the film The Black Sleep, a 1956 American
independent horror film starring Basil Rathbone, Lon
Chaney Jr., John Carradine, Bela Lugosi, Akim
Tamiroff and Tor Johnson appears in a supporting role.
Approximately 23 3/4" x 30 1/4" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides

Black Sleep (1956)  Linen Backed Half-Sheet20a

LOT #
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Original 1971 and 1975 released vintage one-sheet
movie posters for the neo-noir action thriller film
starring Gene Hackman. Both are 27" x 41" folded. The
1971 French connection is Studio stamped The French
Connection 1 Sh. Dom. 71/316 on back. Overall, the
posters appears to be in good shape with corner tack
holes tears, general wear and fold creasing. Fold lines
have a some tearing tears. Some portions of
discoloration are present on the 1971 poster.
Conditions as pictured.

French Connection I + II One-Sheet Movie
Posters

21

Hugo the Hippo is a 1975 animated movie featuring the
voice talents of Robert Morley, Paul Lynde, Jesse
Emmett, Ronnie Cox and songs performed by Marie
Osmond and Burl Ives. This original 30" x 40" tri-fold
movie poster appears to be exceptionally rare. Poster
is folded. Overall nice shape with little wear and NO
tack holes. Condition as pictured..  This poster is from
the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Hugo The Hippo (1975) 30" x 40" Movie Poster22

Two vintage posters based upon the illustrations
created by Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha,
produced by Portal Publications in the 1970s.. Includes
Primrose & Feather and Bieres de la Meuse. Measures
roughly 21x29". Conditions as pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Alphonse Mucha Art Nouveau Portal Poster
Lot of 2

22a

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Jeanne Eagels". Film was directed by George Sidney
and stars Kim Novak. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate wear such as
edge wear, creases, tearing, writing/stamp marks on
the back, portions of discoloration, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Jeanne Eagels (1957) Columbia Pictures 1sh
Poster

23

A vintage rolled 1980 2-sheet poster for the film
"Raging Bull" starring Robert DeNiro. Poster measures

Raging Bull (1980) - 2-sheet Poster24

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
40"x60" and is printed on cardstock. Poster shows
some wear including creasing along the edges, foxing,
and a 6 1/2" tear on the bottom. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Lot of 2 posters. Peter Pan and Robin Hood. See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Peter Pan International Tri-Fold Movie
Poster/Disney. Rare one-sheet tri-fold movie poster
(27" x 41") for the international (Argentina ) 1970s
rerelease of the 1953 animated feature. Poster appears
to be in excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack
holes. Robin Hood International 1973 Movie Poster.
Harder to find one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the international release (Spanish language ) of the
1973 animated feature, Robin Hood from Disney.
Poster appears to be in nice shape condition with some
light wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

Vintage Disney Tri-Fold+One Sheet Movie
Posters

25

Original vintage linen backed  Italian insert movie
poster for the 1971 film Escape From the Planet of the
Apes (Italian: Fuga dal pianeta delle scimmi) starring
Roddy McDowall, Kim Hunter, Bradford Dillman,
Natalie Trundy, Eric Braeden, Sal Mineo, and Ricardo
Montalbán. Approximately 15" x 28 3/8" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Escape From the Planet of The Apes 1971
Poster

25a

Three vintage 1950s-1960s insert posters including The
King and Four Queens, Fluffy, and Signpost to Murder.
Measures approximately 14x36". Condition as
pictured.. See pictures for further details.

1950s-60s Film Insert Poster Lot of (3)26

Lot of 4 vintage, original 11" x 14" lobby cards for the
following films: Lady in the Dark (1944, Ginger Rogers,
Ray Milland), Bathing Beauty (1944, Red Skelton),
Whistle Stop (1945, George Raft, Ava Garnder), and
She Knew All The Answers (1941, Joan Bennett). All

1940s Lobby Card Lot26a

LOT #
but She Knew All The Answers cards appear to be in
excellent condition. See pictures for condition details.

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters. Dracula in the Provinces
(1975), Landru (Bluebeard) and Boomerang (1976).
See full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Dracula in the Provinces
(1975)Tri-Fold Poster. Extremely rare tri-fold 27" x 41"
poster for the 1975 Italian horror comedy film,  Dracula
in the Provinces/The Young Dracula starring Lando
Buzzanca. This is a Spanish language poster. The
poster appears to be in excellent condition with no tack
holes. Landru/Bluebeard 1963 Tri-Fold Movie Poster.
Hard to find original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster
(27" x 41") for Landru (US title: Bluebeard), a 1963
French-Italian crime drama film starring Charles
Denner, Michèle Morgan, Danielle Darrieux and
Hildegard Knef. It was based on the story of French
serial killer Henri Désiré Landru, during World War I.
Poster appears to be in excellent condition with little
wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on
the back. Boomerang 1976 Tri-Fold Movie Poster.
Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1976 French-Italian crime film starring Alain Delon,
Carla Gravina and Charles Vanel and directed by José
Giovanni. Poster appears to be in excellent condition
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

Vintage 1970s International Tri-Fold Movie
Posters

27

A vintage rolled 1967 quad poster for the film "War
Wagon" starring John Wayne and Kirk Douglas. Poster
measures 30"x40" and is printed on cardstock. Poster
shows some wear including creasing, age discoloration,
and a two large tears on the bottom that have been
taped. Overall nice condition. Please see photos for
further condition details.

War Wagon (1967) - Quad Poster28

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster, 27" x 41", for
the 1975 Peter Fonda horror thriller Race With The
Devil. Poster is in overall nice shape with some general
edge wear/tears. NO tack holes. This poster is from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being

Race With The Devil (1975) Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

29

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

A brand new and factory sealed House (otherwise
known as Hausu) Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
LP colored vinyl record produced by Waxwork Records
in 2022. Packaging is in overall excellent condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

Hausu/House OST Waxwork Records LP Vinyl30

Original vintage linen backed French half-sheet movie
poster for the film En Cas de Malheur (1958, English
translation: In Case of Adversity) Half-Sheet Movie
Poster is a French crime film directed by Claude
Autant-Lara and starring Jean Gabin, Brigitte Bardot
and Edwige Feuillère . Approximately 24 1/4" x 32 1/4".
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Linen backing enhances eye
appeal and provides durability. These two qualities
elevate the poster's value. Please note small hole in
center of poster, but not the linen. Condition as
pictured..

En Cas de Malheur (1958) Linen Backed
Half-Sheet

30a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "X-15",
an American aviation and space related drama film.
Film was directed by Richard Donner and stars Charles
Bronson, David McLean, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate to
heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
discoloration, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

X-15 1961 Charles Bronson MGM 1sh Poster31

A variety of 1980s lobby cards featuring various films
such as Amadeus, Excalibur, Yes Giorgio, and more!
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details.

1980s Film Lobby Card Variety Lot32

Three vintage rolled 1973 quad poster for the Sci-Fi
film "The Neptune Factor". Posters measure 30"x40"
and are printed on cardstock. Posters show some wear
including creasing, age discoloration, and scuffing.
Overall nice condition. Please see photos for further
condition details.

The Neptune Factor (1973) - Quad Poster (x3)33

LOT #

Lot of 2 posters. 2 different style posters for the 1978
film, The Driver. See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! Original one-sheet
and tri-fold movie posters for the 1978 crime thriller
film written and directed by Walter Hill, and starring
Ryan O'Neal, Bruce Dern and Isabelle Adjani. The
tri-fold poster appears to be in excellent shape with
little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. The original
standard fold movie poster  appears to be in good
shape with some general edge wear and some surface
bubbling as pictured with NO tack holes.

The Driver 1978 Tri-Fold + One-Sheet Posters34

Original one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the
1976 American satirical black comedy-drama film
starring Faye Dunaway, William Holden, Peter Finch
(in his final film role), Robert Duvall, Wesley Addy, Ned
Beatty, and Beatrice Straight. Poster is folded and
appears to be in nice shape with some general wear
with NO tack holes. Condition as pictured.

Network 1976 Movie Poster34a

Three vintage folded original one sheet poster for
Disney's, "One of Our Dinosaurs is Missing" (1975). All
posters have varying degrees of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Disney One of Our Dinosaurs is Missing 1sh
Posters

35

Original vintage linen backed half-sheet movie poster
for the film Bowery at Midnight (1942, 1949 rerelease),
an American Monogram Pictures horror film directed
by Wallace Fox and starring Bela Lugosi and John
Archer. The film was re-released by Astor Pictures in
1949. Approximately 25 1/2" x 30 1/2" with backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Bowery at Midnight (R1942) Linen Backed
Half-Sheet

35a

Lot of 4 vintage posters. Includes Walking Tall (1973),
Rocky 1977 (Academy Awards), The Sound of Music
(1973 rerelease) and The Prisoner of 2nd Avenue
(1975). Descriptions for individual posters as follows:

1970s Hollywood Movie Poster Lot36

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Walking Tall original 1973 release vintage one-sheet
movie poster. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster
appears to be in nice shape with corner tack holes and
fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of small tears.
Poster has some small spots on the front with
Condition as pictured.. Rocky vintage one-sheet movie
poster. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to
be in good shape with corner tack holes and fold
creasing. Spots of discoloration are present. Fold lines
have a few small tears.  Condition as pictured.. The
Sound of Music Original 1973 rerelease for the 1965
movie. Vintage one-sheet movie poster. 27" x 41"
folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape
with corner tack holes and fold creasing. Fold lines
have a few small tears.  Condition as pictured.. The
Prisoner of 2nd Avenue original 1975 release vintage
one-sheet movie poster for the comedy/drama starring
Jack Lemmon and Anne Bancroft. 27" x 41" folded.
Overall, the poster appears to be in good shape with
corner tack holes and fold creasing. Fold lines have a
couple of small tears. Edges have wear, including
some tearing. Small amount of discoloration on the
right center of the poster.  Condition as pictured..

Four vintage rolled posters from 1950's films "Gun For
A Coward", "So, This Is Paris", "Ivanhoe", and a
"Motion Picture Week" poster. Posters measure
30"x40". Posters show varying amounts of wear
including creasing, tears, age discoloration, and
abrasion. Overall nice condition. Please see photos for
further condition details.

1950's Vintage Poster Lot of (4)37

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1956 drama film was titled Women Without Men in
Britain and retitled Blonde Bait for U.S. release. It
starred Beverly Michaels . Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with a top edge tear and some slight
creases as pictured with NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back. This poster is from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history!

Blonde Bait 1956 Tri-Fold Movie-Poster/Rare38

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Interlude", an American CineScope romance drama
film. Film was directed by Douglas Sirk and stars June

Interlude 1957 CineScope Linen Backed 1sh
Poster

39

LOT #
Allyson, Rossano Brazzi, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of light to moderate
general wear (caused prior to being linen backed) such
as edge wear, creases, staining, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

A brand new and factory sealed M3GAN Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack double LP colored vinyl
record set produced by Waxwork Records in 2022.
Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

M3GAN/MEGAN OST Waxwork Records
Double LP Vinyl

40

Original linen backed half-sheet movie poster for the a
1961 horror comedy movie directed by Roger Corman.
Approximately 24 x 30" with linen backing. This poster
has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the
poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

Creature From the Haunted Sea Half
Sheet/Linen

40a

A vintage 1937 rolled Switzerland "Lake of Lucerne
Navigation" travel poster. Measures roughly 27 1/2x39
1/4". Conditions as photographed. See pictures for
further condition details.

VTG 1937 Switzerland Lake of Lucerne Travel
Poster

41

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1964 horror/sci-fi film starring Willard Parker,
Virginia Field, and Dennis Price. Poster appears to be
in excellent Condition as pictured. with NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back. This poster is from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

The Earth Dies Screaming 1964 Tri-Fold Poster42

A variety of autographs from a variety of celebrities
such as Frank Sinatra, Diane von Furstenberg,
Frederick Forsyth, and more! None of the signatures
come with an accompanying Certificate of Authenticity,
but we believe them to be genuine. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition

Assorted Celebrity Autograph & Signatures
Lot

43

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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details.

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters. 2 different styles for The
French Connection, a 1971 neo-noir action thriller film
directed by William Friedkin and starring Gene
Hackman, Roy Scheider and Fernando Rey. See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Original one-sheet tri-fold movie
poster (27" x 41", Style D). Poster appears to be in
good shape with a moderate edge wear and some
creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. Original one-sheet
tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41", Style B). Poster
appears to be in good shape with a moderate wear and
top edge tear as pictured. NO tack holes.

The French Connection 1971 Tri-Fold Posters
(B+D)

44

Ten rolled Seven Year Itch Marilyn Monroe posters.
Measures roughly 30x41". Conditions as photographed.
See pictures for further condition details.

Marilyn Monroe Seven Year Itch 30x41 Poster
Lot

44a

Six vintage folded and rolled half-sheet posters from
various 1950's films such as "Samson And Delilah"
(1959), "The Case Against Brooklyn" (1958), "Ten
Thousand Bedrooms" (1957), "The Proud And The
Profane" (1956),  "You Can't Run Away From It"
(1956), and "Port Of Wickedness" (1954). Posters
measure 22"x28". Posters show varying amounts of
wear including creasing along the edges, minor tears
and chipping, and some scuffing. Overall nice
condition. Please see photos for further condition
details.

1950's Vintage Half-Sheet Lot of (6)45

Original vintage linen backed advance teaser movie
poster for The Taking of Pelham One Two Three (also
known as The Taking of Pelham 1 2 3), a 1974
American crime drama film directed by Joseph
Sargent, produced by Gabriel Katzka and Edgar J.
Scherick, and starring Walter Matthau, Robert Shaw,
Martin Balsam, and Héctor Elizondo. Approximately 28
1/2" x 41 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye

Taking of Pelham One,Two,Three Linen
Backed Poster

45a

LOT #
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

1973 original 3-sheet for the 1973 American
comedy-drama film starring Timothy Bottoms, Lindsay
Wagner, and John Houseman. This is a large vertical
format poster, measuring roughly 41x81 inches,
produced with 2 overlapping sections. This size poster
was typically pasted to the outside wall of a theater;
much rarer than 1-sheets. Folded. Poster appears to be
in excellent condition with only minor crease and a
small edge tear as pictured with NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back. This poster is from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history!

The Paper Chase (1973) Rare 3-Sheet Poster46

A vintage original one sheet poster for, "The Deer
Hunter", a war drama film. Film was directed by
Michael Cimino and stars Robert De Niro and more.
Poster is in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs
of light to moderate general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and foxing. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Deer Hunter 1957 De Niro Academy 1sh
Poster

47

Two 1950s rolled Sweden and Finland related travel
posters. Measures roughly 24 1/4x39 1/4". Conditions
as photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1950s Sweden & Finland Travel
Posters

48

Six Disney related one sheet and related posters
published in various years. Includes 101 Dalmatians,
One of Our Dinosaurs is Missing, Fantasia, and more!
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Disney One Sheet & More Poster Lot49

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "Maryjane", a marijuana exploitation
and scare tactic movie released by American
International Pictures. Poster is in great shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.

Maryjane 1968 Marijuana Exploitation Film
Poster

50

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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See pictures for further condition details.

Original Australian movie theater insert (daybill) poster
for the 1975 American science fiction action film
produced by Roger Corman, directed by Paul Bartel,
and starring David Carradine. . Approximately 14 1/2" x
31" with linen backing. This poster has added value as
it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free
linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Death Race 2000 Linen Backed Half-Sheet
(1975)

50a

Five vintage rolled European and Middle East related
tourist map and travel posters. The New Turkey
measures roughly 22x33 1/2" for size reference.
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

VTG European & More Map/Travel Poster Lot
of (5)

51

Lot of 3 posters. 3 different style posters for The Sailor
Who Fell from Grace with the Sea, a 1976 British
drama film starring Kris Kristofferson and Sarah Miles.
See full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! The first poster is an original
Spanish one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41").
Poster is in excellent condition. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back. The second poster is an original
14" x 36" insert poster. The poster appears to be
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. The third poster is an original 22" x 28"
half-sheet poster. Poster appears to be  excellent
condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

Sailor Who Fell From Grace With The Sea
Posters

52

Five vintage posters from the 1970 film "Fragments Of
Fear". Posters measure 18"x26". Posters show wear
including varying amounts of edgewear, tears, age
discoloration and creasing. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Fragments Of Fear (1970) - Poster Lot of (5)53

LOT #

Lot of 5 posters. Brotherhood of Satan (1971), The
Mind Snatchers (1972), The Buddy Holly Story (1978),
Monkey Hustle (1976) and a double-billed/combo
poster (Bob and Carol, Ted and Alice/Cactus Flower
1971 rerelease). Movie posters are all folded and
measure approx.. 27" x 41". Overall they appear to be
in nice shape with some varied wear. Condition as
pictured.

1970s Movie Poster Lot53a

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1957 romantic comedy starring Cary Grant and
Jayne Mansfield. Poster appears to be in good shape
with a couple of minor fold tears as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back. This poster is from
the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Kiss Them For Me 1957 Tri-Fold Poster/Cary
Grant

54

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Barabbas". Film was directed by Richard Fleischer
and stars Anthony Quinn, Silvano Mangano, and more.
Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of light general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears
portions of staining, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Barabbas 1962 Richard Fleischer 1sh Poster55

Original 1962 linen backed US theatrical half-sheet
movie poster for The Human Vapor. This is the Brenco
Pictures' release of Ishiro Honda's (Toho, 1960)
melancholic sci-fi drama. . Approximately 26" x 32"
with linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

The Human Vapor (1960) Linen Backed
Half-Sheet

55a

Ten vintage James Dean posters printed by Portal
Publishing in 1987. Measures roughly 20" x 28".
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage James Dean 20x28 Portal Poster Lot of
(10)

56

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Five vintage Belgian and French movie posters.
Includes posters for The Ladies Man, Night of the
Quarter Moon, The Guns of Navarone, The Tramp, and
The Triumph of the Ten Gladiators. Measures roughly
14x22" (one appears to have been trimmed at the top).
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

VTG Belgian/French 14x22 Movie Poster Lot of
(5)

57

1975 release of the 1955 film. Vintage one-sheet
movie poster. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster
appears to be in nice shape with corner tack holes and
fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of small tears.
Condition as pictured..

Singin' In the Rain One-Sheet Movie Poster58

Four vintage posters from the 1971 film "The Anderson
Tapes" starring Sean Connery. Posters measure
18"x26". Posters show wear including varying amounts
of edgewear, spots of discoloration and chipping.
Overall nice condition. Please see photos for further
condition details.

The Anderson Tapes (1971) - Poster Lot of (4)59

Lot of 5 vintage, original 14" x 22" window cards.
Includes: A Lady Takes A Chance (1943, John
Wayne/Jean Arthur), None But The Lonely Heart
(1944, Cary Grant), The Young Mr. Pitt (1942, Robert
Donat), Road To Alcatraz (1945, Robert Lowery/June
Storey) and The Good Fellow (1943, Cecil
Kellaway/Helen Walker). Overall they appear to be in
nice shape with some varied wear. Condition as
pictured.

1940s Movie Theatre Window Card Lot59a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Angels'
Alley", a comedy film. Film was directed by William
Beaudine and stars the Bowery Boys. 

Poster is in overall great visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate general wear such as edge wear, tears,
tanning, portions of discoloration, creases, and areas of
fold wear and or fold separation. 

See pictures for further condition details.

Angels' Alley (1948) Bowery Boys 1sh Poster60

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for the
1943 American musical comedy film directed by
Joseph Santley and featuring comedian Judy Canova
and singer Dennis Day. Approximately 28 1/2" x 42"

Sleepy Lagoon (1943) Linen Backed Poster60a

LOT #
with linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Nine prints and posters relating to various old
Hollywood figureheads and celebrities such as Marilyn
Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, James Dean, and more! The
James Dean leaning against the wall poster measures
roughly 26" x74 1/2" for size reference. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Old Hollywood Related Personality Poster Lot61

A vintage folded original re-release one sheet poster
for, "Bridge on the River Kwai" (R63-375). Film was
directed by David Lean and stars William Holden, Alec
Guinness, and more. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear such as edge wear, tears, tanning, portions of
discoloration, creases, and areas of fold wear and or
fold separation. See pictures for further condition
details.

Bridge on the River Kwai R63 Film One Sheet
Poster

62

A vintage window card for "The Spoilers" from 1956.
Film was directed by Jesse Hibbs, distributed by
Universal Pictures, and stars Anne Baxter, Jeff
Chandler, Rory Calhoun, and more! Measures roughly
14" x 18". Item is in overall nice visual shape but
exhibits signs of moderate to heavy wear such as fold
wear, creases/indentations, tanning, discoloration, roll
wear, and edge wear. Additionally, item shows various
portions of writing and tape residue on the back. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Spoilers Jesse Hibbs 1956 Window Card
Poster

63

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster for the 1964
surf/beach/music film starring Jackie De Shannon and
Bobby Vinton. Poster appears to be in excellent shape
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back. This poster is from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history!

Surf Party 1964 Tri-Fold Movie-Poster/Bobby
Vinton

64

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A group of ten vintage blacklight Cancer astrological
posters produced by Pro Arts, Inc Media in 1969. Items
measure roughly 17" x 21 1/8". Gallery photo provided
is a stock photo utilized as an example for what the
poster will look like unrolled. Blacklight ink has been
tested and glows. Posters are rolled in the original
plastic and are in overall nice shape with some varying
degrees of flattening due to their time in storage. See
pictures for further condition details.

Cancer Zodiac Blacklight Poster 1969 Lot of 1065

Original vintage linen backed US release movie poster
for The 1966 Antonio Margheriti film The War of the
Planets (AKA Gamma I Quadrilogy Vol. 2) based on
story and screenplay by Renato Moretti and Ivan
Reiner and starring Tony Russel as Commander Mike
Halstead. Approximately 28 3/4" x 42 3/8" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

War of the Planets (1966) Linen Backed Poster65a

Lot includes 3 rare tri-fold posters. Long Day's Journey
into Night (1962), The Day the Fish Came Out (1967)
and Sanctuary (1961). See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! Original one sheet
tri-fold movie poster for the 1962 film, starring
Katharine Hepburn, Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards,
Jr. and Dean Stockwell. 27" x 41". Poster appears to be
in nice shape with a couple of edge tears as pictured.
NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.  Original
one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for the 1967
film starring Tom Courtenay, Sam Wanamaker, Colin
Blakely and Candice Bergen. Poster appears to be in
good shape with a couple of edge tears and a fold tear
as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the
back.  Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x
41") for the 1961 drama based on the book by William
Faulkner's and starring Lee Remick, Yves Montand and
Bradford Dillman. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured. with NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot66

LOT #

Five vintage lithograph poster prints of, "Pink
Champagne (No. 1220)" produced by IRA Roberts
Publishing, Inc. in 1979. Piece appears to have been
originally illustrated by Ron Edwards. Measures roughly
24 7/8" x 18 7/8". Posters are in overall nice visual
shape but exhibit signs of general wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

Pink Champagne 1979 IRA Ron Edwards
Poster Prints

66a

Fourteen modern movie one-sheets primarily from the
1990's to early 2000's. Conditions as pictured. See
pictures for details.

Modern Movie One Sheet Poster Lot of (14)67

Original 1974 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the crime comedy starring Clint Eastwood. 27" x 41"
folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape
with corner tack holes and fold creasing. Fold lines
have a couple of small tears.  Condition as pictured..

Thunderbolt and Lightfoot One-Sheet Movie
Poster

68

Original one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the
1977 American science fiction drama film written and
directed by Steven Spielberg, starring Richard
Dreyfuss, Melinda Dillon, Teri Garr, Bob Balaban, Cary
Guffey, and François Truffaut. Poster is folded and
appears to be in good shape with some general wear
with a couple of top corner tack holes. Condition as
pictured.

Close Encounters of the Third Kind Movie
Poster

68a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters. Emperor of the North
(1973),The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds (1972), and Mr. Billions (1977) . See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history!  Emperor of the North (1973) (style B,
27" x 41") for the 1973 action adventure film starring
Lee Marvin, Ernest Borgnine, and Keith Carradine.
Poster appears to be in excellent Condition as pictured.
with NO tack holes. The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds (1972). style b poster (27"
x 41"). This is a 1972 American drama film starring
Joanne Woodward and produced and directed by her
husband, Paul Newman. Poster appears to be in

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot69

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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excellent Condition as pictured. with NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back and Mr. Billions (1977).
Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1977 action comedy/action-adventure film directed
by Jonathan Kaplan. It starred Terence Hill, Jackie
Gleason, Slim Pickens and William Redfield, who died
before its release. Poster appears to be in nice shape
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

A 2003 promotional Gollum #436 cardboard cutout
standee with motion activated sound feature. Lifesize
and measures roughly 3 1/2ft x 2ft. Sound feature has
been tested and is functioning. A stock photo has been
utilized for the first image and some visual
discrepancies may be present. See pictures for further
condition details.

LOTR #436 Gollum 2003 Cardboard Standee70

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for the
1971 US release of the Sci-Fi classic movie Yog:
Monster From Space (AKA Space Amoeba).
Approximately 28 1/2" x 41 3/4" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Yog Monster From Space/Toho Movie Poster70a

A vintage folded original 1968 rerelease one sheet
(27"x41") poster for, "West Side Story". Film was
directed by Jerome Robbins and Robert Wise and stars
Natalie Wood. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but
exhibits signs of light to moderate wear such as edge
wear, creases, tears, staining, writing/stamp marks on
the back, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

West Side Story Natalie Wood Re-Release 1sh
Poster

71

Seven vintage posters and calendars ranging from the
1950s to the 1970s, some of which feature illustrations
by Norman Rockwell. The Courtesy PSA poster
measures roughly 22" x 28" for size reference.
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Vintage 1950s-70s Calendar & Poster
Lot

72

A variety of 1970s lobby cards featuring various films
such as Close Encounters, Young Frankenstein, Barry
Lyndon, and more! Conditions vary. See pictures for

1970s Film Lobby Card Variety Lot73

LOT #
further condition details.

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters. The Phantom of Liberty
(1974),Fellini's Casanova (1976), and Lacombe, Lucien
(1974). See full description for details and conditions.
These posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!  Original one-sheet tri-fold
movie poster (27" x 41") for film, The Phantom of
Liberty (Le Fantôme de la liberté), a comedy-drama
film by Luis Buñuel, produced by Serge Silberman and
starring Adriana Asti, Julien Bertheau and Jean-Claude
Brialy. Poster appears to be in nice shape with some
general edge wear and minor creasing as pictured with
NO tack holes.  Fellini's Casanova (1976). Original
one-sheet tri-fold movie poster for the 1976 Italian
surrealist erotic historical drama film directed by
Federico Fellini and starring Donald Sutherland. Poster
appears to be in excellent shape as pictured. NO tack
holes.  Lacombe, Lucien (1974). Original tri-fold
one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the 1974 French
war drama film by Louis Malle about a French teenage
boy during the German occupation of France in World
War II. Poster appears to be in nice shape with some
general edge wear and Condition as pictured.. NO tack
holes.

Vintage 1970s International Tri-Fold Movie
Posters

74

A framed 1998 "Mickey Collage" Walt Disney
Company 75th Anniversary poster illustrated by Paul
Wenzel. Includes a roughly 27 1/2 x 35 1/2" frame with
acrylic pane. Conditions as pictured. See photos for
further condition details.

Disney Mickey Collage 75th Anniversary
Poster

75

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Atomic Submarine, a 1959 American black-and-white
science-fiction film directed by Spencer Gordon Bennet
and starring Arthur Franz, Dick Foran, Brett Halsey, Joi
Lansing and Jean Moorhead, with John Hilliard as the
voice of the alien. Approximately 28 1/2" x 42 " with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is

The Atomic Submarine (1959) Linen Backed
Poster

75a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Original 1976 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the sports comedy starring Walter Matthau and
Tatum O'Neal. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster
appears to be in good shape with corner tears and fold
creasing. Fold lines have a couple of extremely small
tears.  Condition as pictured..

Bad News Bears One-Sheet Movie Poster76

Lot of 4 vintage, original 11" x 14" lobby cards for the
following films: Soldier of Fortune (1955, Clark
Gable/Susan Hayward), Wall of Death (1952, Maxwell
Reed/Susan Shaw), Beat The Devil (1953, Robert
Morley/Peter Lorre), and Bomba and The Jungle Girl
(1953, Johnny Sheffield/Karen Sharpe) . Lobby cards
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied
wear. See pictures for condition details.

1950s Lobby Card Lot76a

Five 1970's folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Bad Company, The Three Musketeers,
Angi Vera, Raggedy Ann And Andy, and Homecoming.
All posters have varying degrees of fold wear and or
fold separation, as well as edgewear, discoloration and
foxing. See pictures for further condition details.

1970s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (5)77

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster for 99 and
44/100% Dead! (released in the UK as Call Harry
Crown). Style A, 27" x 41" with Roy Lichtenstein art.
This is a 1974 action comedy film directed by John
Frankenheimer and starring Richard Harris. Poster
appears to be in excellent shape with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes.  This poster is from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

99 and 44/100% Dead 1974 Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

78

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") 1964
poster for, "Fall of the Roman Empire". Film was
directed by Anthony Mann, distributed by Paramount
Pictures, and stars Sophia Loren. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate to
heavy wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, staining, discoloration/tanning, writing/stamp

Fall of the Roman Empire Sophia Loren 1sh
Poster

79

LOT #
marks on the back, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1951
re-release of the short comedy film, "The Little
Rascals: Framing Youth". Film was directed by Gordon
Douglas and was distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Poster is in overall nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tanning, tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

The Little Rascals Framing Youth 1951 1sh
Poster

80

Original vintage linen backed Turkish movie poster for
Blue Blood, a 1951 American drama film directed by
Lew Landers and written by Scott Darling. The film
stars Bill Williams, Jane Nigh, Arthur Shields, Audrey
Long, Harry Shannon, and Lyle Talbot.  Approximately
29 3/8" x 42 3/4" with linen backing. This poster has
added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster
with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Blue Blood (1951) Linen Backed Movie Poster80a

Eight various sized promotional posters for movies
primarily released in the 1980's and 1990's. Conditions
as pictured. See pictures for details.

VHS and More Promotional Poster Lot of (8)81

Seven art prints and posters from various
contemporary artists and printing companies! Includes
pieces which are signed and numbered by the artist,
however, none of the pieces have an accompanying
Certificate of Authenticity. The jaguar print measures
roughly 18x24" for size reference. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Contemporary Art Prints & Poster
Lot

82

Very rare original 1962 one-sheet movie poster (27" x
41") promoting Terrytoons cartoons. Poster appears to
be in excellent Condition as pictured.. This may be one
of the best condition pieces available and in rare tri-fold
format. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly

Terrytoons 1962 Tri-Fold Poster/Mighty Mouse83

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

Lot of 3 posters. Includes 2 rare tri-fold posters and a
standard fold one-sheet. Fate Is the Hunter (1964), The
Lion (1963), and The Third Secret (1964).See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Fate Is the Hunter (1964). Original
one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for the 1964
aviation disaster film starring  Glenn Ford, Nancy
Kwan, Suzanne Pleshette, Rod Taylor and Jane
Russell . Poster appears to be in excellent condition
with some slight creases as pictured with NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back. The Lion (1963).
Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1962 adventure film directed by Jack Cardiff,
starring William Holden and Trevor Howard. Poster
appears to be in excellent Condition as pictured. with
NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back. The Third
Secret (1964). Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster
(27" x 41") for the 1964 neo-noir psychological mystery
thriller film directed by Charles Crichton, and starring
Stephen Boyd, Jack Hawkins, Richard Attenborough,
Diane Cilento, Pamela Franklin, Paul Rogers and Alan
Webb. Poster appears to be in excellent Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

1960s Original Tri-Fold/1-Sheet Movie Poster
Lot

84

Five insert style posters for Those Fantastic Flying
Fools (x4) and Inside Moves. Inserts measure 14"x36".
Inserts show varying degrees of wear including
edgewear, chipping, tears, and age discoloration. See
photos for further condition details.

Insert Poster Lot of (5)85

Original vintage linen backed Turkish movie poster for
Jaws, a 1975 American thriller film directed by Steven
Spielberg and starring Roy Scheider, Richard Dreyfuss,
and Robert Shaw. Approximately 30 3/4" x 43 3/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as

Jaws (1975) Turkish Linen Backed Movie
Poster

85a

LOT #
pictured.

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1973 film, War Goddess (also known as The
Amazons and The Bare-Breasted Warriors) is a 1973
adventure film directed by Terence Young and starring
Alena Johnston, Sabine Sun, Rosanna Yanni, Helga
Liné, and Luciana Paluzzi. Poster appears to be
excellent condition with minor wear as pictured. NO
tack holes. This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

War Goddess 1973 Tri-Fold Movie
Poster/Amazons

86

Five vintage Swedish Stolpe movie posters. Includes
posters for They Were Expendable, Killer McCoy,
Somewhere I'll Find You, En Svensk Tiger, and Slave
Ship. Majority measure roughly 13x28". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

VTG Swedish Stolpe Movie Poster Lot of (5)87

Lot of 2 posters. Includes a rare tri-fold poster and a
hard to find 1-sheet for Robin Hood (1973, Spanish)
and a Goofy/Donald at The Olympics Tri-Fold Movie
Poster (Spanish, circa 1960s/70s). See full description
for details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history! Robin
Hood (1973), A harder to find one-sheet movie poster
(27" x 41") for the international release (Spanish
language ) of the 1973 animated feature, Robin Hood
from Disney. Poster appears to be in nice shape
condition with some light wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Goofy/Donald at The Olympics Tri-Fold Movie
Poster (27" x 41", Argentina, Spanish language) circa
1960s/70s. Poster appears to be in excellent condition
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.

Vintage Disney Tri-Fold+One Sheet Movie
Posters

88

Three vintage posters based upon the illustrations
created by Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha,

Alphonse Mucha Art Nouveau Portal Poster
Lot of 3

88a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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produced by Portal Publications in the 1970s. Includes
Zodiac/La Plume, Monaco, and Champenois.
Measures roughly 21x29". Conditions as pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Walk
Softly, Stranger", a romantic drama film. Film was
directed by Robert Stevenson, distributed by RKO
Pictures, and stars Joseph Cotten, Alida Valli, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of light to moderate general wear such as edge
wear, creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Walk Softly Stranger (1950) RKO Vintage 1sh
Poster

89

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the 1953
re-release of the short comedy film, "The Little
Rascals: The Pinch Singer". Film was directed by Fred
C. Newmeyer and was distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Poster is in overall nice shape
but exhibits signs of moderate general wear such as
edge wear, creases, tanning, tears, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Little Rascals The Pinch Singer '53 1sh
Poster

90

Original vintage linen backed Spanish language movie
poster for the Nightmare Before Christmas (Spanish:
Pesadilla Anted de Navidad). Approximately 28 7/8" x
40" with linen backing. This poster has added value as
it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free
linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Nightmare Before Christmas Spanish Linen
Backed

90a

Two 1949 rolled Switzerland related travel posters.
Measures roughly 25x39 1/4". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1949 Switzerland Travel Posters Lot of
(2)

91

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") and
(22" x 28") half-sheet for The Culpepper Cattle Co. or
Dust, Sweat and Gunpowder (Australian title), a 1972
revisionist Western film produced by Twentieth Century

Culpepper's Cattle Co. 1972 Tri-Fold + HS
Posters

92

LOT #
Fox. It was directed by Dick Richards and starred Billy
Green Bush as Frank Culpepper and Gary Grimes as
Ben Mockridge. Poster appears to be excellent
condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back. This poster is from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Lot of 4 rare tri-fold posters for Sky Riders (1976),
Tonto and Harry (1974), Suppose They Gave A War
and Nobody Came (1970), and The Nickel Ride (1974).
See full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Sky Riders (1976, U.S.
Advance, 27" x 41") This film was also known as
Assault on the Forbidden Fortress, a 1976 American
action film directed by Douglas Hickox and starring
James Coburn, Susannah York and Robert Culp.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with some general
edge wear and creasing as pictured. NO tack holes.
Tonto and Harry (1974, 27" x 41"), a 1974 American
road comedy-drama directed by Paul Mazursky and
written by Mazursky & Josh Greenfeld. It features Art
Carney as Harry in an Oscar-winning performance.
Poster appears to be excellent condition with minor
edge wear as pictured. NO tack holes.  Suppose They
Gave a War and Nobody Came (1970, 27" x 41") This
film was also known as War Games or Old Soldiers
Never. It is a 1970 American drama-comedy film
directed by Hy Averback, produced by Fred Engel, and
starring Brian Keith, Don Ameche, Tony Curtis, Ernest
Borgnine, Suzanne Pleshette, Ivan Dixon, and Pamela
Britton. Poster appears to be excellent condition with
little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back.  The Nickel Ride (1974, 27" x 41", Style
B), a 1974 American neo-noir-crime film starring Jason
Miller, Linda Haynes, Victor French, Bo Hopkins, and
John Hillerman. Poster appears to be in excellent
condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back.

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot93

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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2 vintage, original posters. Includes Magic and Cry of
the Banshee. Both posters measure 30" x 40" and are
on thick stock. Magic is a 1978 American psychological
horror drama film directed by Richard Attenborough
and starring Anthony Hopkins, Ann-Margret and
Burgess Meredith. Cry of the Banshee is a 1970 British
horror film directed by Gordon Hessler and starring
Vincent Price. The title credit sequence was animated
by Terry Gilliam.  Both posters are rolled. Overall they
appear to be in nice shape with some light to moderate
wear. Condition as pictured.

1970s Horror Film Thick Stock F/S Movie
Poster Lot

93a

A vintage 1986 Mickey Mouse's Chocolate Factory
poster. Measures approximately 34x22". Condition as
pictured.. See pictures for further details.

Disney Mickey Mouse Chocolate Factory 1986
Poster

94

Lot of 5 vintage posters. Includes That's Entertainment
Part I and Part II (1974/1976), Young Frankenstein
(1974 vintage repro), Freebie and Bean (1974), and
The Late Show (1974). Descriptions for individual
posters as follows: That's Entertainment Part I and II
original 1974 and 1976 (Style B) release vintage
one-sheet movie posters for the musical documentaries
with an all -star cast. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the
posters appear to be in nice shape with little wear.
Condition as pictured.. The Late Show original 1977
release vintage one-sheet movie poster for the comedy
film starring Art Carney and Lily Tomlin. 27" x 41"
folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape
with some fold creasing.  Condition as pictured..
Freebie and the Bean original 1974 release "reviews"
vintage one-sheet movie poster for the American
buddy cop black comedy action film starring James
Caan and Alan Arkin. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the
poster appears to be in nice shape with corner tack
holes and fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of
small tears.  Condition as pictured.. Young
Frankenstein presumed vintage reproduction style B
poster for the 1974 release one-sheet movie poster.
27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in
nice shape with fold creasing.  Condition as pictured..

1970s Hollywood Movie Poster Lot95

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
Airplane, a 1980 American disaster comedy film written
and directed by Jim Abrahams and brothers David and
Jerry Zucker and starring Robert Hays and Julie

Airplane (1980) Linen Backed Movie Poster95a

LOT #
Hagerty This also features Leslie Nielsen, Robert
Stack, Lloyd Bridges, Peter Graves, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, and Lorna Patterson. Approximately 31
1/2" x 45" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films The
Undefeated (1969), Man in the Middle (1964), and
Harbor Lights (1963). See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! The Undefeated
(1969, 27" x 41", style B), a 1969 American Western
and Civil War-era film directed by Andrew V. McLaglen
and starring John Wayne and Rock Hudson. Poster
appears to be in excellent Condition as pictured.. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back. Man in the
Middle (1964, 27" x 41"), a 1964 war film starring
Robert Mitchum and directed by Guy Hamilton. Poster
appears to be excellent as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back.  Harbor Lights (1963, 27"
x 41"), a neo-noir crime film starring Kent Taylor,
Míriam Colón, and Jeff Morrow. Poster appears to be
excellent with minor edge wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot96

Four 1950s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Decision Against Time, The Red Pony,
Three For the Show, and The Model and the Marriage
Broker! All posters have varying degrees of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

1950s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)97

A variety of autographs from a variety of celebrities
such as Whoopi Goldberg, Fabian, Jewel, E.L. James,
and more! None of the signatures come with an
accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, but we
believe them to be genuine. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Celebrity Autograph & Signatures
Lot

98

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Loaded Pistols". Film was directed by John English,
distributed by Columbia Pictures, and stars Gene
Autry, Barbara Britton, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate to
heavy wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, tanning, writing/stamp marks on the back, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Loaded Pistols 1949 Gene Autry Western 1sh
Poster

99

Halloween III: Season of the Witch Spinatures set
which includes the Witch, Jack-O-Lantern, & Skeleton
Turntable Mini-Figures produced by Wax Work
Records in 2020. Figures are new in box, never
opened, or removed. Packaging is in overall beautiful
condition but does have light storage wear present on
the corners and bubbles. Please see pictures for further
condition details.

Halloween III Spinatures Figures Lot of (3)100

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Beneath
the Planet of the Apes, a 1970 American science fiction
film starring James Franciscus, Kim Hunter, Maurice
Evans, and Linda Harrison with Charlton Heston in a
supporting role. Approximately 29 3/4" x 42 3/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Beneath the Planet of the Apes Linen Backed
Poster

100a

A Score Board Inc. Fantastic Voyage Collection that
includes 2 blueprints and 5 production stills from the
1966 film. Blueprints showcase the Proteus submarine
and reproduced from the original set prints. Blueprints
measure 25"x38" and prints measure 11"x14". Prints
are rolled, but are in overall great condition with minor
wear from storage. Collection includes Certificate of
Authenticity. Please see photos for further condition
details.

The Fantastic Voyage Collection - Score Board
Inc

101

Five vintage to modern science fiction related movie
one sheet and advance posters. Includes Star Wars:
Revenge of the Sith, Solo, Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home, Star Trek: Twenty Years (VHS promo poster),

Sci-Fi Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (5)102

LOT #
and Twilight Zone: The Movie. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Harder to find one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x
41") for the international (Spanish language) release of
Mary Poppins from 1964 (Disney). Poster appears to
be in nice condition with some light edge wear and
creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. This poster is from
the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Mary Poppins International Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

103

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for the films Two-Gun Lady
(1955) and The Naked Gun (1956). See full description
for details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!
Two-Gun Lady (1955, 27" x 41"), a 1955 American
western film directed and produced by Richard Bartlett
and starring Peggie Castle, William Talman, and Marie
Windsor. Poster appears to be in good shape and
complete, but does have some general wear, some
tearing and a few bits of taping with Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
The Naked Gun (1956, 27" x 41"), a 1956 American
western film directed by Eddie Dew and starring Willard
Parker, Mara Corday and Barton MacLane. Poster
appears to be in nice shape with some light edge wear
with Condition as pictured.. Studio stamped on the
back. NO tack holes.

1950s Westerns Tri-Fold Poster Lot104

A mounted 1984 "Lucille Ball: First Lady of Comedy"
poster illustrated by Al Hirschfeld. Measures roughly
20x28". Conditions as pictured. See photos for further
condition details.

Vintage Lucille Ball First Lady of Comedy
Poster

105

Original vintage linen backed movie poster the US
release of She, a 1965 British adventure film made by
Hammer Film Productions in CinemaScope, starring
Ursula Andress, Peter Cushing, Bernard Cribbins, John

She (1965) Linen Backed Hammer Film Movie
Poster

105a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Richardson, Rosenda Monteros, and Christopher Lee.
Approximately 29 3/4" x 42 3/4" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Three vintage prints and posters pertaining to Charlie
Chaplin films such as Modern Times, The Adventurer,
and the Circus. Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

VTG Charlie Chaplin Film Print & 1sh Poster
Lot

106

Original vintage poster (40" x 60") for the film Blood of
Dracula. This 1957 American black-and-white horror
film was directed by Herbert L. Strock, and starred
Sandra Harrison, Louise Lewis and Gail Ganley. Poster
is rolled and on thick stock. Overall this appears in nice
shape for its age with some general/edge wear and a
couple of tears as pictured.

Blood of Dracula 1957 30" x 60" Movie Poster106a

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Split Second". Film was directed by Dick Powell,
distributed by RKO Pictures, and stars Stephan
McNally, Alexis Smith, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of rough wear such
as edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes, writing/stamp
marks on the back, and areas of fold wear and heavy
fold separation. Due to the fragile condition of this
poster, item is sold as is. See pictures for further
condition details.

Split Second (1953) RKO Stephan McNally 1sh
Poster

107

Lot of 4 posters. The Right Hand of The Devil 1963,
Never Let Go 1960, Man In The Middle 1964, and
Model Shop 1969. Movie posters are all folded and
measure approx.. 27" x 41". Overall they appear to be
in nice shape with some varied wear. Condition as
pictured.

1960s Movie Poster Lot107a

Two rolled 2-sheet posters from the 1960's including
Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf (1966) and Taming Of
The Shrew (1967). Posters measure 40"x60" and are
printed on cardstock. Posters show some wear
including edgewear, creasing, moisture damage and
minor spots of discoloration. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

1960's 2-Sheet Poster Lot of (2)108

LOT #

Original Spanish language movie poster (28" x 39 1/2")
for the Game of Death (Juego Con la Muerte), the
1978 Robert Clouse Hong Kong/U.S. kung fu martial
arts action thriller starring Bruce Lee, Gig Young, and
Dean Jagger. Poster is folded and appears to be in
good shape with some edge and general wear with
some top corner tack holes. Condition as pictured.

Bruce Lee Game of Death Spanish Movie
Poster

108a

A vintage Sweden travel poster printed in Sweden by
the Swedish Tourist Traffic Association circa 1950s.
Features photography of the Cathedral of Lund by K.
Hernried. Measures roughly 24 3/8" x 39 3/8". Poster is
in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, abrasions,
tears, creases, and tanning. See pictures for further
condition details.

VTG Sweden Travel Poster 1950s Cathedral of
Lund

109

A Spinature turntable mini-bust figure of Michael Myers
from "Halloween II" produced by Waxwork Records in
2020. Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Box is in overall excellent
shape with minimal wear but has minor bubble and
edge abrasions. See pictures for further condition
details.

Halloween II Michael Myers Spinatures Figure110

Three vintage art related lithograph poster prints from
the Pasadena Art Museum. Includes prints featuring
works by Alexei Jawlensky and Paul Klee. Paul Klee's
"Buffoonery" (1922) poster measures roughly 38x48"
for size reference. Conditions as pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

VTG Pasadena Art Museum Poster Prints Lot
of (3)

110a

A rolled backlit poster of, "Stagecoach". Film was
released in 1939, directed by John Ford and stars John
Wayne. Measures roughly 35 1/2x47 1/4". Conditions
as pictured. See photos for further condition details.

Stagecoach Backlit Film Poster111

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Damnation
Alley (1977), Mother, Jugs & Speed (1976) and The
Three/Four Musketeers (1973/1974). See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot112

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Damnation Alley (1977, 27" x 41"), a
1977  post-apocalyptic film starring Jan-Michael
Vincent and George Peppard. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Mother, Jugs & Speed (1976, 27" x 41"), a 1976
comedy film directed by Peter Yates. It stars Bill Cosby
(Mother), Raquel Welch (Jugs), Harvey Keitel (Speed),
and Larry Hagman. Poster appears to be in nice shape
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.  Three/Four
Musketeers (1973/74, 27" x 41"). Poster appears to be
in nice shape with some edge wear as pictured. NO
tack holes.

Harder to find one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x
41") for the international (Spanish language) 1974
rerelease of Mary Poppins from 1951 (Disney). Poster
appears to be in nice condition with some light edge
wear and creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. This
poster is from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history!

Alice in Wonderland Tri-Fold Movie
Poster/Disney

113

Original 1974 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the Mel Brooks comedy, Young Frankenstein. 27" x
41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in nice
shape with edge tack holes and fold creasing.
Condition as pictured..

Young Frankenstein Style B One-Sheet Movie
Poster

114

Seven modern movie one sheet and advance posters.
Includes posters for National Treasure, Harry Potter,
Holmes, and more! Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

Modern 2000s-2010s 1sh Poster Lot of (7)115

Original vintage linen backed US release movie poster
for The Luxury Girls (AKA Finishing School), a 1953
French-Italian comedy film directed by Bernard
Vorhaus and starring Susan Stephen, Anna Maria
Ferrero and Jacques Sernas. Approximately 29" x 42
1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added value as
it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free
linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is

Luxury Girls (1953) Linen Backed Movie Poster115a

LOT #
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

A set of two 11"x14" lobby cards for the c. 1950s
re-release of, "Gun Moll", otherwise known as, "Gang
Smashers" directed by Leo C. Popkin and distributed
by Toddy Pictures. Stars actors/actresses such as Nina
Mae McKinny, Mantan Moreland, Lawrence Criner, and
more! Both items appear to be mounted and wrapped
in a form of shrink wrap. Overall, these lobby cards are
in nice shape, however, both cards have moderate
general wear such as portions of discoloration/tanning,
tack holes, slightly blunted corners, creasing, and edge
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Gun Moll/Gang Smashers 1950s ReRelease
Lobby Cards

116

Two 30x40 rolled posters from the 1960's. Titles
include Savage 7 (1968) and Paint Your Wagon
(1969). Posters are printed on cardstock. Posters show
some wear including edgewear, spots of discoloration,
tears and some creasing. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

1960's 30x40 Poster Lot of (2)117

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films The Lost
Continent (1968), They Shoot Horse Don't They (1969)
and Deadfall (1968). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! The Lost Continent
(1968, 27" x 41"), a 1968 adventure film made by
Hammer Films and Seven Arts featuring Eric Porter,
Hildegard Knef, Suzanna Leigh, Tony Beckley, and
James Cossins. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. They Shoot Horse Don't They (1969, 27" x
41"), a 1969 American psychological drama film
directed by Sydney Pollack starring Jane Fonda,
Michael Sarrazin, Susannah York, Gig Young, Bonnie
Bedelia, and Red Buttons. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.  Deadfall (1968,
27" x 41"), a 1968 British neo noir crime film written
and directed by Bryan Forbes and starring Michael
Caine, Eric Portman, Giovanna Ralli and Forbes's wife
Nanette Newman. Poster appears to be in excellent
condition with a couple of small tears along the fold

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot118

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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lines as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on
the back.

Original Spanish language movie poster (28" x 39 1/2")
for Son of Ali Baba, a 1952 American adventure film
directed by Kurt Neumann and starring Tony Curtis and
Piper Laurie. Poster is folded and appears to be in
good shape with some edge and general wear with
some top corner tack holes. Condition as pictured.

Son of Ali Baba 1952 Rare Half Sheet Poster118a

Seven Disney related one sheet and related posters
published in various years. Includes commemorative
Walt Disney World anniversary posters, Aladdin,
Pinocchio, and more! Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Disney One Sheet & More Poster Lot119

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Panic Button". Film was directed by George Sherman
& Giuliano Carnimeo and stars Jayne Mansfield and
Maurice Chevalier. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate wear such as
edge wear, creases, tack holes, writing/stamp marks on
the back, portions of discoloration, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Panic Button 1964 Jayne Mansfield 1sh Poster120

Original vintage linen backed style B movie poster for
Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. Approximately 28 1/4" x
41 5/8" with linen backing. This poster has added value
as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi Linen Backed
Poster

120a

Seven various Los Angeles and Hollywood event prints
and posters. The Second Los Angeles International
Film Exposition poster measures roughly 15" x 24" for
size reference. Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

Hollywood Event Related Print & Poster Lot121

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
Zardoz, a 1974 science fantasy film starring Sean
Connery and Charlotte Rampling. Poster appears to be
in excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

Zardoz 1974 Tri-Fold Movie Poster/Sean
Connery

122

LOT #

Three 1940s to 1950s rolled Sweden related travel
posters. Measures roughly 24 3/8x39 3/8". Conditions
as photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1940s/50s Sweden Travel Posters123

An original vintage 11"x14" #2 lobby card the 1953
"Titanic" directed by Jean Negulesco and distributed by
20th Century Fox. Stars actors/actresses such as
Clifton Webb, Barbara Stanwyck, and more! Overall,
this lobby card presents itself to be in nice shape but
does have general display and storage wear such as
staining, light creasing, and edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Titanic #2 Lobby Card (1953) 20th Century Fox124

Three vintage rolled movie posters including two
30"x40" posters and one One-Sheet poster. Films
include Excaliber (1981), Quest For Fire (1981), and
Star Trek III: The Search For Spock. Posters are
printed on cardstock. Posters show some wear
including edgewear, creasing, and some spots of
discoloration. Overall nice condition. Please see photos
for further condition details.

1980's Fantasy/Sci-fi Poster Lot of (3)125

Original vintage linen backed 1959 US release movie
poster for The Woman Eater, a low budget 1958 British
horror film directed by Charles Saunders and starring
George Coulouris and Vera Day.  Approximately 31" x
45 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added value
as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

The Woman Eater (1958) Linen Backed Movie
Poster

125a

Original tri-fold movie poster (32 3/4" x 23 3/8") for the
1975 shockumentary film Magia Nuda (Mondo Magic in
the US), directed by Alfredo Castiglioni. The film dealt
with the often bizarre practices of several African
tribes, many of them taboo by Western standards and
this has become a true cult classic. Poster appears to
be in nice shape with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes.

Mondo Magic (1975) Cult Shockumentary
Poster

126

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot of 4 vintage, original 11" x 14" lobby cards for the
following films: It Pays to Be Funny (1947, Bob
Hope/Milton Berle), Lady in the Dark (1944, Ginger
Rogers, Ray Milland), Whistle Stop (1945, George
Raft, Ava Garnder) and Yokel Boy (1942/1948
rerelease w/Albert Dekker/Joan Davis). Lobby cards
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied
wear. See pictures for condition details.

1940s Lobby Card Lot126a

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for the films Daniel Boone
(1966) and Smoky (1966). See full description for
details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!
Daniel Boone: Frontier Trail Rider (1966, 27" x 41")
starring Fess Parker. Poster appears to be in good
shape and complete, but does have some general wear
and some tearing with Condition as pictured.. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.  Smoky (1966, 27"
x 41"), the 1966 American Western film, directed by
George Sherman and starring Fess Parker, Diana
Hyland, Katy Jurado and Hoyt Axton. Poster appears to
be in excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

1960s Westerns Tri-Fold Poster Lot127

Original 1975 advance vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the comedy starring Peter Sellars. 27" x 41" folded.
Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape with
some general edge wear and fold creasing. Fold lines
have a couple of small tears.  Condition as pictured..

Return of the Pink Panther One-Sheet Movie
Poster

128

A vintage Belgian Congo "Congo Belge" map poster
illustrated by James Thiriar and printed by Leon
Beyaert-Sioen in 1949 prior to the Congo gaining
independence from Belgium in 1960. Item has been
mounted on a thick cardboard and the print measures
roughly 28 1/2x32 3/4". Condition as photographed.
See pictures for further condition details.

VTG Congo Belge 1949 Belgian Congo Map
Poster

129

A vintage rolled original 30x40" poster for the 1954
re-release of, "Tarzan The Ape Man" (R54-468). Film
was directed by W.S. Van Dyke and was distributed by

Vintage Tarzan The Ape Man R54-468 30x40
Poster

130

LOT #
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer originally in 1932. Poster is in
overall nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tanning,
tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Wild Angels, a 1966 American independent outlaw
biker film produced and directed by Roger Corman.
This film star Peter Fonda, Nancy Sinatra, Bruce Dern,
and Michael J. Pollard. Approximately 28 3/4" x 42"
with linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

The Wild Angels (1966) Linen Backed Poster130a

Seven vintage James Dean posters printed by Portal
Publishing in 1987. Features images of James Dean in
his roles for East of Eden, Giant, Rebel Without a
Cause. Measures roughly 26" x 74". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage James Dean 26x74 Portal Poster Lot of
(7)

131

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "The
Black Panther", an adventure short film. Film was
directed by Ron Ormond and stars Sabu, Carol Vega,
and more. Poster is in overall great visual shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
blunted corners, portions of writing on the back, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Black Panther 1956 Sabu/Carol Varga 1sh
Poster

132

Four vintage James Dean posters printed by Portal
Publishing in 1987. Measures roughly 11 3/4" x 36" .
Conditions as photographed. See pictures for further
condition details.

James Dean 1987 Portal Poster Lot of (4)132a

Three 1960's folded one sheet posters featuring
various films such as Camelot, King Of Hearts, and
How The West Was Won. All posters have varying
degrees of fold wear and or fold separation, as well as
edgewear, discoloration, and tears. See pictures for
further condition details.

1960's Vintage 1960's One-Sheet Lot (3)133

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot of 4 vintage posters. Includes The Longest Yard
(1974), The Apple Dumpling Gang (1975), Burnt
Offerings (1976) and Let's Do It Again 1975).
Descriptions for individual posters as follows: The
Longest Yard original 1974 release vintage one-sheet
movie poster for the comedy/drama starring Burt
Reynolds. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears
to be in good shape  with general edge wear and fold
creasing. Condition as pictured.. The Apple Dumpling
Gang original 1975 release vintage one-sheet movie
poster for the Disney comedy starring Bill Bixby, Don
Knotts and Tim Conway. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the
poster appears to be in good shape with corner tack
holes, general edge wear with some discoloration and
fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of small tears.
Condition as pictured.. Burnt Offerings original 1976
release vintage style A one-sheet movie poster for the
an American supernatural horror film starring Karen
Black and Bette Davis, with Burgess Meredith in a
supporting role. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster
appears to be in nice shape with little wear.  Condition
as pictured.. Let's Do It Again original 1975 release
vintage one-sheet movie poster for the movie starring
Sidney Poitier and Bill Cosby. 27" x 41" folded. Overall,
the poster appears to be in nice shape with little wear.
Condition as pictured..

1970s Hollywood Movie Poster Lot134

Eight posters from a variety of films spanning the
1960s to 1980s including half sheets, window cards,
promotional store window clings, and more! Features
films such as Cry Baby, The Big Show,  Rocky III, and
The Last Tycoon. Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

1960s-1980s Half Sheet Poster & More Lot of
(8)

135

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Joan of
Arc, a 1948 American hagiographic epic film directed
by Victor Fleming, and starring Ingrid Bergman as the
eponymous French religious icon and war heroine.
Approximately 28" x 42 1/4" with linen backing. This
poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying
the poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

Joan of Arc (1948) Linen Backed Movie Poster135a

LOT #

Vintage tri-fold movie poster (29 3/4" x 20") British
poster for the  Adventures of Hajji Baba is a 1954
American  adventure film  starring John Derek and
Elaine Stewart. Poster appears to be in nice condition
with some edge tears as pictured. NO tack holes. This
poster is from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history!

Adventures of Hajji Baba/1954 Movie Poster136

A vintage rolled original 30x40" poster for the 1954
re-release of, "Tarzan: Escapes" (R54-469). Film was
directed by Richard Thorpe and was distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer originally in 1936. Poster is in
overall nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tanning,
tears, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Tarzan Escapes R54-469 30x40 Poster137

A vintage rolled 1977 2-sheet poster for the film
"Valentino" starring ballet dancer Rudolf Nureyev.
Poster measures 40"x60" and is printed on cardstock.
Poster shows some wear including tack/pin holes,
creasing along the edges, tears, and age discoloration.
Overall nice condition. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Valentino (1977) - 2-Sheet Poster138

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of The Gill-Man from "The Creature from the
Black Lagoon" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Creature From The Black Lagoon Spinatures
Figure

139

A vintage folded original 1953 one sheet poster for,
"The Glory Brigade", an American war film. Film was
directed by Robert D. Webb and stars Victor Mature,
Lee Marvin, and more. Poster is in overall nice visual
shape but exhibits signs of moderate general wear
(caused prior to being linen backed) such as edge
wear, creases, staining, and areas of fold wear and or
fold separation. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Glory Brigade Western Linen Backed 1sh
Poster

140

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Original vintage linen backed movie poster for the
undated (circa 1960s) re-release of the 1934 film
Babes in Toyland (re-titled Revenge is Sweet) Babes in
Toyland is a 1934 Gus Meins & Charles Rogers
musical fantasy fairy tale comedy starring Stan Laurel,
Oliver Hardy, and Virginia Karns. Approximately 28
3/8" x 42 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Laurel and Hardy Revenge is Sweet Linen
Backed

140a

Four 1950s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Savage Drums, Finders Keepers, You're
in the Navy Now, and Hurricane Island! All posters
have varying degrees of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

1950s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)141

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Mandingo
(1975), Mr. Billions (1977) and Moving Violation (1976).
See full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Mandingo (1975, 27" x 41"),
a 1975 American historical melodrama starring James
Mason, Susan George, Perry King, and Richard Ward.
Poster appears to be in excellent Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
Mr. Billions (1977, 27" x 41"), a 1977 action
comedy/action-adventure film directed by Jonathan
Kaplan. It starred Terence Hill, Jackie Gleason, Slim
Pickens and William Redfield, who died before its
release. Poster appears to be in good shape with some
general wear and creasing as pictured. NO tack holes.
Moving Violation (1976, 27" x 41"), a 1976 action film
starring Stephen McHattie. Poster appears to be in nice
shape with little wear. Condition as pictured.. NO tack
holes.

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot142

1974 rerelease vintage one-sheet movie poster for the
epic historical romance film from 1939 starring Clark
Gable and Vivien Leigh . 27" x 41" folded. Studio
Stamped 1 SH 74-312-7 on back. Overall, the poster

Gone With the Wind One-Sheet Movie Poster143

LOT #
appears to be in good shape with general wear, corner
tack holes and fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple
of small tears.  Condition as pictured..

A group of ten vintage blacklight Pisces astrological
posters produced by Pro Arts, Inc Media in 1969. Items
measure roughly 17" x 21 1/8". Gallery photo provided
is a stock photo utilized as an example for what the
poster will look like unrolled. Blacklight ink has been
tested and glows. Posters are rolled in the original
plastic and are in overall nice shape with some varying
degrees of flattening due to their time in storage. See
pictures for further condition details.

Pisces Zodiac Blacklight Poster 1969 Lot of 11144

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1966 British spy-fi comedy film that was loosely
based on the popular comic strip Modesty Blaise by
Peter O'Donnell It stars Monica Vitti as Modesty,
opposite Terence Stamp. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

Modesty Blaise 1966 Tri-Fold Movie Poster145

Original vintage linen backed style B movie poster for
Young Frankenstein, a 1974 American comedy horror
film directed by Mel Brooks starring Gene Wilder, Peter
Boyle, Teri Garr, Cloris Leachman, Marty Feldman,
Madeline Kahn, Kenneth Mars, Richard Haydn, and
Gene Hackman. Approximately 28 5/8" x 41 3/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Young Frankenstein Linen Backed Movie
Poster

145a

Three 1938 rolled See India related travel posters.
Measures roughly 25x40". Conditions as photographed.
See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1938 See India Travel Posters Lot of
(3)

146

Original, vintage (Approx. 47" x 63") French movie

Bay of Blood 1972 (47" x 63") French Movie
Poster

146a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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poster from Mario Bava's 1971 Giallo slasher film, Bay
of Blood (aka Twitch of the Death Nerve, La Baie
Sanglante) . Poster is folded and appears to be in
overall excellent condition with some light wear and
some small fold holes. Condition as pictured.

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold and 1 standard fold posters for the
films Double Trouble (1960), Danger Has Two Faces
(1967) and Prince of Foxes (1949, 60s rerelease). See
full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Double Trouble  (AKA
Swingin' Along, 1960, 27" x 41"), a 1961 American
comedy film starring the comedy team of Tommy
Noonan and Peter Marshall in their last film together.
This film also co-starred Barbara Eden. Poster has
some tearing and general wear with Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
Danger Has Two Faces (1967, 27" x 41"), a 1967 spy
thriller starring Robert Lansing and Dana Wynter.
Poster is in excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.  Prince of Foxes
(1949, circa 1960s rerelease, 27" x 41"), a 1949
historical adventure film starring Orson Welles and
Tyrone Power. Poster is in nice shape with little wear
as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the
back.

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot147

A vintage folded original 1952 one sheet poster for,
"Hold That Line". Film was directed by William
Beaudine, distributed by Monogram Pictures, and stars
the Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, and more. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
to heavy general wear such as edge wear, tack holes,
creases, tanning, tears, and areas of fold wear and or
fold separation. Additionally, writing/marks are present
on the back of the poster. See pictures for further
condition details.

Hold That Line '52 Bowery Boys/Monogram
1sh Poster

148

A signed 50th Anniversary Celebration New York
World's Fair/San Francisco Golden Gate Exposition
poster published in 1989. Measures roughly 20x30".
We are unsure of the signature's origin. Condition as

World's Fair 50th Anniversary Celebration
Poster

149

LOT #
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Trip", a psychedelic drama film
about experimentation with LSD. Movie was directed
by Roger Corman with screenplay by Jack Nicholson.
Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light general wear such as edge wear, creases, portions
of discoloration, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

The Trip 1967 Jack Nicholson/Peter Fonda
Poster

150

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
M*A*S*H (stylized on-screen as MASH), a 1970
American dark war comedy film directed by Robert
Altman. Approximately 31" x 44" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

MASH (1970) Linen Backed Movie Poster150a

Two rolled 2-sheet posters from the 1970's including
Five Easy Pieces (1973) and Sleeper (1973). Posters
measure 40"x60" and are printed on cardstock. Posters
show some wear including edgewear, creasing,
moisture damage, and tape repairs. Overall nice
condition. Please see photos for further condition
details.

1970's 2-Sheet Poster Lot of (2)151

A variety of 1960s lobby cards featuring various films
such as The Glass Sphinx, How to Stuff a Wild Bikini,
Angel, Angel, Down We Go, and more! Conditions
vary. See pictures for further condition details.

1960s Film Lobby Card Variety Lot152

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for the films The Firebrand
(1962) and The Reward (1965). See full description for
details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!  The
Firebrand (1962, 27" x 41") is a 1962 Western film
directed and produced by Maury Dexter and starring
Kent Taylor, Valentin de Vargas and Lisa Montell.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with some general

1960s Westerns Tri-Fold Poster Lot153

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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edge wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. The Reward (1965) is a 1965 Western film
directed by Serge Bourguignon and starring Max von
Sydow, Yvette Mimieux, Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and
Gilbert Roland.. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back.

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1964 American psychological horror thriller film
directed and produced by Robert Aldrich, and starring
Bette Davis, Olivia de Havilland, Joseph Cotten, Agnes
Moorehead and Mary Astor in her final film role. Poster
appears to be in good condition with some edge tears
and Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back. This poster is from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history!

Hush…Hush, Sweet Charlotte Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

154

Five vintage lithograph poster prints of, "Parrot (No.
1222)" produced by IRA Roberts Publishing, Inc. in
1980. Piece lacks artist's signature, however, we
believe it was illustrated by Ron Edwards. Measures
roughly 19" x 25". Posters are in overall nice visual
shape but exhibit signs of general wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

Parrot (1980) IRA Ron Edwards Poster Print
Lot

154a

Four 1960s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Mayerling, For Love of Money, And Then
There Were Three, and Don't Just Stand There. All
posters have varying degrees of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

1960s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)155

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Time of Your Life, a 1948 American comedy drama
film directed by H. C. Potter and starring James
Cagney, William Bendix, Wayne Morris and Jeanne
Cagney. Approximately 28 1/2" x 42 1/4" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as

The Time of Your Life (1948) Linen Backed
Poster

155a

LOT #
pictured.

A vintage 1973 half-sheet poster of the John Hancock
film "Bang the Drum Slowly" starring Robert DeNiro.
Poster measures 22"x28". Poster shows some wear
including foxing, edgewear, and spots of discoloration.
Overall nice condition. Please see photos for further
condition details.

Bang the Drum Slowly (1973) - Half Sheet156

A vintage folded original 1963 one sheet (27"x41")
poster for, "Did You Hear The One About the Traveling
Saleslady". Film was directed by Jerome Robbins and
Robert Wise and stars Natalie Wood. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate wear such as edge wear, creases, tears,
staining, writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of
fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures for
further condition details.

Did You Hear The One...Traveling Saleslady
Poster

157

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Dracula in the
Provinces (1975), Man Called El Greco (1966) and The
Condemned of Altona (1963). See full description for
details and conditions. These posters are from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!
Dracula in the Provinces (AKA Young Dracula, 1975,
27" x 41") is a 1975 Italian horror comedy film starring
Lando Buzzanca. This is a Spanish language poster.
The poster appears to be in excellent condition with no
tack holes. Man Called El Greco (1966, 27" x 41"), is
an Italian drama film and biography of the painter El
Greco directed by Luciano Salce and starring Mel
Ferrer and Rosanna Schiaffino. Poster appears to be in
excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.  The Condemned of Altona
(1963, 27" x 41") is a 1963 Italian-French drama film
directed by Vittorio De Sica starring Sophia Loren, Max
Schell, and Fredric March. Poster appears to be
excellent as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back.

Vintage 1970s International Tri-Fold Movie
Posters

158

A vintage rolled 1956 2-sheet poster for the film "The
Wild Dakotas". Poster measures 40"x60" and is printed
on cardstock. Overall nice condition but the poster

The Wild Dakotas (1956) - 2-sheet Poster159

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
shows moderate to heavy wear including creasing
along the edges, age discoloration, tears, and tack
holes. Please see photos for further condition details.

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Monster from "Frankenstein"
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with
minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Frankenstein Spinatures Figure Waxwork
Records

160

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Three
Bad Sisters, a 1956 American film noir crime film
directed by Gilbert Kay, written by Gerald Drayson
Adams and starring Marla English, Kathleen Hughes,
Sara Shane, John Bromfield and Jess Barker.
Approximately 28 5/8" x 43 1/8" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Three Bad Sisters (1956) Linen Backed Poster160a

Two 30x40 rolled posters from the 1970's. Titles
include A New Leaf (1971) and The Out-Of-Towners
(1970). Posters are printed on cardstock. Posters show
some wear including edgewear, spots of discoloration,
and some creasing. Overall nice condition. Please see
photos for further condition details.

1970's 30x40 Poster Lot of (2)161

Lot of 2 vintage, original 14" x 22" window cards.
Includes: Marine Raiders (1944, Pat O'Brien/Robert
Ryan) and Destroyer (1943, Edward G.
Robinson/Glenn Ford). Overall they appear to be in
nice shape with some varied wear. Condition as
pictured.

1940s WWII War Movie Theatre Window Card
Lot

161a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Prudence and
the Pill (1968), The Undefeated (1969) and The Return
of Mr. Moto (1965). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot162

LOT #
chance to own a piece of history!  Prudence and the
Pill (1968, 27" x 41", style B), a 1968 British comedy
film starring Deborah Kerr and David Niven. Poster
appears to be in excellent condition with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
The Undefeated (1969, 27" x 41", style B), a 1969
American Western and Civil War-era film directed by
Andrew V. McLaglen and starring John Wayne and
Rock Hudson. Poster appears to be in fair condition
with some tearing and general wear as pictured. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back. The Return of
Mr. Moto (AKA Mr. Moto and the Persian Oil Case,
1965, 27" x 41"), a 1965 British crime film directed by
Ernest Morris and starring Henry Silva, Terence
Longdon, and Suzanne Lloyd. Poster appears to be in
excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.

A vintage Benelux tourist/travel poster printed in the
Netherlands by Libra Studio from 1949. Measures
roughly 23 1/2" x 39 1/8". Poster is in overall nice
visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear such as edge wear, tears, creases, and tanning.
Most wear is concentrated toward the bottom of the
poster. See pictures for further condition details.

VTG Benelux Map 1949 Netherlands Travel
Poster

163

Original, vintage (Approx. 47" x 63") French movie
poster for the film  Andy Warhol's Frankenstein  (aka
Flesh For Frankenstein, Chair Pour Frankenstein).
Poster is folded and appears to be in overall excellent
condition as pictured. This appears to be a 1983
French rerelease of the 1973 film.

Andy Warhol's Frankenstein 47" x 63" French
Poster

163a

Five vintage offset lithograph poster prints of Maxfield
Parrish's "Air Castles" produced by Portal Publications
in the 1970s. Measures roughly 25" x 32". Condition as
pictured.. See pictures for further condition details.

VTG Maxfield Parrish Air Castles Poster Lot of
(5)

164

A vintage folded original one sheet (27"x41") poster for,
"Feudin' Fools". Film was directed by William
Beaudine, distributed by Monogram Pictures, and stars
the Bowery Boys. Poster is in overall nice visual shape
but exhibits signs of moderate wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, tack holes, discoloration/tanning,
writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of fold

Feudin' Fools 1952 Bowery Boys Monogram
1sh Poster

165

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
wear and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Magnificent Seven, a 1960 American Western film
directed by John Sturges. starring Yul Brynner, Steve
McQueen, Charles Bronson, Robert Vaughn, Brad
Dexter, James Coburn, and Horst Buchholz
Approximately 28 3/8" x 42" with linen backing. This
poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying
the poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

The Magnificent Seven 1960 Linen Backed
Poster

165a

Four vintage movie one sheet and half sheet posters.
Includes posters for Drum, 11 Harrowhouse, Diner, and
Angel, Angel, Down We Go. Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1960s-80s Half Sheet & 1sh Poster Lot166

Original 1977 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the film starring Dustin Hoffman and Robert
Redford. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears
to be in nice shape with some general edge wear with
some creasing/extremely small holes along fold lines.
Condition as pictured..

All the President's Men One-Sheet Movie
Poster

167

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1975 double-bill Dirty Mary Crazy Larry/Vanishing
Point with stars Peter Fonda and Cleavon Little. Poster
appears to be in nice shape with some light edge wear
with Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. This poster
is from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century
Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Dirty Mary Crazy Larry/Vanishing Point Poster168

Four 1970s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as A Man Called Horse, Wind Rovers, The
Go-Between, and Love Story. All posters have varying
degrees of fold wear and or fold separation, as well as
edgewear and discoloration. See pictures for further
condition details.

1970s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)169

LOT #

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Bride from "The Bride of
Frankenstein" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Bride of Frankenstein Spinatures Figure170

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Stop
Making Sense, a 1984 American concert film featuring
a live performance by the American rock band Talking
Heads. Approximately 31 1/4" x 43 1/4" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Stop Making Sense 1984 Linen Backed Poster170a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Julia (1977),
The Murri Affair (1974) and Lucky Lady (1975). See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history!  Julia (1977, 27" x 41"), a 1977
American WWII drama film starring Jane Fonda,
Vanessa Redgrave, Jason Robards, Hal Holbrook,
Rosemary Murphy, Maximilian Schell, and Meryl
Streep in her film debut. Poster appears to be in nice
shape with little wear with Condition as pictured.. NO
tack holes. The Murri Affair (1974, 27" x 41"), a 1974
historical drama film directed by Mauro Bolognini,
starring Giancarlo Giannini and Catherine Deneuve.
Poster appears to be in excellent condition with little
wear as pictured. NO tack holes.  Lucky Lady (1975,
27" x 41"), an American comedy-drama film directed
by Stanley Donen and starring Liza Minnelli, Gene
Hackman, Burt Reynolds and Robby Benson. Poster
appears to be in good shape with edge creases and
general wear. Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes.

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot171

Four 1960s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Tarzan and the Jungle Boy, The Flight of
the Phoenix, 40 Pounds of Trouble, and Dear Brigitte!
All posters have varying degrees of fold wear and or

1960s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)172

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
fold separation. See pictures for further condition
details.

A vintage folded original R69 1969 rerelease one sheet
(27"x41") poster for, "Ben-Hur". Film was directed by
William Wyler and stars Charlton Heston. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
wear such as edge wear, creases, portions of
discoloration, writing/stamp marks on the back, and
areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Ben-Hur 1969 Charlton Heston Rerelease 1sh
Poster

173

Lot of 1 rare tri-fold and 1 standard fold posters for the
films Robin Hood (1973) and Herbie Rides Again
(1974). See full description for details and conditions.
These posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Robin Hood (27" x 41") for
the international release (Spanish language ) of the
1973 animated feature, Robin Hood from Disney.
Poster appears to be in nice shape condition with some
light wear as pictured. NO tack holes. Robin Hood
International (27" x 41") for the international release
(Spanish language ) of the 1973 animated feature,
Robin Hood from Disney. Poster appears to be in nice
shape condition with some light wear as pictured. NO
tack holes.  Herbie Rides Again (1974, 27" x 41",
international/Spanish language) an American comedy
film starring Helen Hayes, Stefanie Powers, Ken Berry,
and Keenan Wynn reprising his villainous role as
Alonzo Hawk (originated in the films The
Absent-Minded Professor and Son of Flubber). Poster
appears to be in nice condition with some light edge
wear  with Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back.

Vintage Disney Tri-Fold+One Sheet Movie
Posters

174

Six vintage Swedish Stolpe movie posters. Includes
posters for The Bells of St. Mary's, Tall in the Saddle,
Till We Meet Again, and more. Majority measure
roughly 13x28". Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

VTG Swedish Stolpe Movie Poster Lot of (6)175

LOT #

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Young Stranger, a 1957 low-budget drama film, the
directorial debut of John Frankenheimer. Starring
Academy Award winning actress Kim Hunter and
James MacArthur. Approximately 28" x 42 1/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

The Young Stranger 1957 Linen Backed Poster175a

Eight modern movie one-sheets primarily from the
1980's. Conditions as pictured. See pictures for details.

Modern Movie One Sheet Poster Lot of (8)176

Three vintage posters based upon the illustrations
created by Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha,
produced by Portal Publications in the 1970s. Includes
Bieres de la Meuse, Monaco, and L'ermitage.
Measures roughly 21x29". Conditions as pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Alphonse Mucha Art Nouveau Portal Poster
Lot of 3

176a

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41", style
B) for the 1968 American biographical-musical film
directed by Robert Wise and starring Julie Andrews.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

The Star 1968 Julie Andrews Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

177

Original 1974 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the Mel Brooks comedy/western. 27" x 41" folded.
Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape with
corner tack holes and fold creasing. Fold lines have a
couple of very small tears.  Condition as pictured..

Blazing Saddles One-Sheet Movie Poster178

Lot of 3 vintage, original 11" x 14" lobby cards and a
black and white still for the following films: The
Magnificent Seven Ride! (1972, Lee Van Cleef), Carry
On Nurse (1960, Wilfred Hyde-White/Shirley Eaton),
Carry on Regardless (1963, Kenneth Connor/Charles

1960s/70s Lobby Card /Still Lot178a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Hawtrey), and a still from The Rocky Horror Picture
Show (1975) featuring Tim Curry and Peter Hinwood.
Lobby cards appear to be in overall nice shape with
some varied wear. The still has edge wear as pictured
and for some reason has Freddie Mercury written on
the backside in ink. See pictures for condition details.

A rolled backlit poster of, "Stormy Weather". Film was
released in 1943, directed by Stanely Donen, and stars
Lena Horne, Bill Robinson, Cab Calloway, and more.
Measures roughly 37x49". Conditions as pictured. See
photos for further condition details.

Stormy Weather Backlit Film Poster179

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Oblong Box", a gothic horror film
based on a story written by Edgar Allen Poe. Features
Vincent Price and Christopher Lee. Poster is in overall
great shape but exhibits signs of light general wear
such as edge wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Oblong Box 1969 Vincent Price Poster180

Original vintage linen backed Polish movie poster for
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (Nad Kukutczym
Gniazdem), a 1975 American psychological drama film
directed by Milos Forman, The film stars Jack
Nicholson, Louise Fletcher, Will Sampson, Danny
DeVito, Sydney Lassick, William Redfield, and the film
debuts of Christopher Lloyd and Brad Dourif.
Approximately 27 5/8" x 39 1/2" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Linen
Backed

180a

Nine prints and posters relating to various films,
personality figures, and shows, such as: The Three
Stooges, M.A.S.H., The Little Rascals, and more! The
Three Stooges poster measures roughly 23" x 35" for
size reference. Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Film & Celebrity Personality Poster
Lot

181

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1977 American psychological drama film written,
produced and directed by Robert Altman and starring

3 Women 1977 Tri-Fold Movie Poster182

LOT #
Shelley Duvall, Sissy Spacek and Janice Rule. Poster
appears to be in nice shape with little wear with
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. This poster is
from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century
Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

A vintage folded original R69 1969 one sheet poster
for, "How the West Was Won", an American western
film. Film was directed by John Ford, distributed by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and stars John Wayne, Debbie
Reynolds, Henry Fonda, James Stewart, and more.
Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate general wear such as edge wear, tears,
tanning, tack holes, creases, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

How The West Was Won John Wayne Western
1sh Poster

183

Six vintage posters from the 1971 film "Fools' Parade"
starring James Stewart. Posters measure 18"x26".
Posters show wear including varying amounts of light
edgewear, blunted corners, and slight discoloration
near the edges. Overall nice condition. Please see
photos for further condition details.

Fools' Parade (1971) - Poster Lot of (6)184

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Danger Has
Two Faces (1967, Air Patrol (1962) and The Quiller
Memorandum (1966) Robin Hood (1973). See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Danger Has Two Faces (1967, 27" x
41"), a 1967 Spy Thriller starring Robert Lansing and
Dana Wynter. Poster is in excellent Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
Air Patrol (1962, 27" x 41"), a drama film directed by
Maury Dexter and written by Harry Spalding. The film
stars Willard Parker, Merry Anders, Robert Dix, John
Holland, Russ Bender and Douglass Dumbrille. Poster
appears to be in excellent Condition as pictured..
Studio stamped on the back. NO tack holes.  The
Quiller Memorandum (27" x 41", 1966) is a British neo
noir euro-spy film starring George Segal, Alec

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot185

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Guinness, Max von Sydow and Senta Berger. Poster
appears to be in excellent Condition as pictured.. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
Werewolves on Wheels, a 1971 American exploitation
film directed by Michel Levesque and starring Stephen
Oliver, D.J. Anderson, and Deuce Barry. Approximately
31" x 44 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Werewolves on Wheels (1971) Linen Backed
Poster

185a

Two 1950s rolled Belgium related travel posters.
Measures roughly 24 1/2x39 1/2". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1950s Belgium Travel Posters Lot of
(2)

186

Extremely rare original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster
(27" x 41", style A) for the 1975 sequel to the
crime/action film, Walking Tall. Walking Tall Part 2 was
directed by Earl Bellamy, and produced by Charles A.
Pratt. The film stars Bo Svenson as Buford Pusser,
replacing Joe Don Baker, who played Pusser in the first
Walking Tall film. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. This poster is
from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century
Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Walking Tall Part 2 1975 Tri-Fold Movie Poster187

Ten art prints and posters from various contemporary
artists and printing companies! The Madama Butterfly
poster measures roughly 19 3/4" x27 1/2" for size
reference. Conditions as photographed. See pictures
for further condition details.

Assorted Vintage Art Prints & Poster Lot188

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films The World's
Greatest Lover (1977), Fire Sale (1977) and Thunder
and Lightning (1977). See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot189

LOT #
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! The World's Greatest
Lover (1977, 27" x 41"), a parody/comedy film directed,
written by and starring Gene Wilder, and co-starring
Carol Kane and Dom DeLuise. Poster appears to be in
good shape with some general edge wear and some
surface bubbling as pictured with NO tack holes.   Fire
Sale (1977, 27" x 41"), an American comedy film
starring Alan Arkin, Rob Reiner, Vincent Gardenia, and
Sid Caesar. Poster appears to be in good shape with
some edge creases and general wear. Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes.  Thunder and Lightning
(1977, 27" x 41"), a 1977 action comedy film directed
by Corey Allen, and starring David Carradine and Kate
Jackson. Poster appears to be in fair with some general
wear and some discoloration as pictured with NO tack
holes.

A 2001 promotional Saruman #405 cardboard cutout
standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 28" x 75.98"
tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first image
and some visual discrepancies may be present. See
pictures for further condition details.

LOTR #405 Saruman 2001 Cardboard Standee190

Original vintage linen backed French movie poster for
La Planete Sauvage (U.S. Title: Fantastic Planet), a
1973 French-language experimental independent adult
animated science fiction art film directed by René
Laloux. Approximately 51" x 65 1/2" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured. Please
note damage on the bottom left quarter.

Fantastic Planet 1973 French Movie Poster190a

Five foreign inserts, window cards, and one sheet
posters from various films such as Il Seme Della
Violenza/Blackboard Jungle, El Hijo Dellos Pobres, La
Grande Bourgeoise, and more! Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Assorted Foreign Movie 1sh Poster Lot of (5)191

Lot of 7 posters. Throw Momma From the Train 1987,
No Man's Land 1987, The Comfort of Strangers 1991,
The Crow - City of Angels 1996, Swing Shift 1984, Bob
the Gambler 1982/French, and Bad Dreams 1988.
Movie posters are all folded and measure approx.. 27"

1980s/90s Movie Poster Lot191a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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x 41". Overall they appear to be in nice shape with
some varied wear. Condition as pictured.

Five vintage posters from the 1971 film "The Love
Mahine". Posters measure 18"x26". Posters show wear
including varying amounts of edgewear, tears, age
discoloration and chipping. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

The Love Machine (1971) - Poster Lot of (5)192

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "He Ran
All the Way". Film was directed by John Berry,
distributed by United Artists, and stars the Shelley
Winters, John Garfield, and more. Poster is in overall
nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases,
light tanning, staining, tears, and areas of fold wear and
or fold separation. Additionally, writing/marks are
present on the back of the poster. See pictures for
further condition details.

He Ran All The Way 1951 Shelley Winters 1sh
Poster

193

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films Moro Witch
Doctor (1964), Down the Ancient Stairs (1975) and
Boomerang (1976). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! Moro Witch Doctor
(1964 , 27" x 41"), a Filipino adventure film written and
directed by Eddie Romero, and co-produced by
Romero, Kane W. Lynn and Irwin Pizor (doing business
as "Hemisphere Pictures"). The film stars Jock
Mahoney, Margia Dean, Pancho Magalona, Reed
Hadley, Paraluman, Vic Diaz and Michael Parsons.
Studio stamped on the back. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes.  Down the Ancient Stairs (1975, 27" x 41"), an
Italian-French drama film directed by Mauro Bolognini.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes.  Boomerang (1976, 27" x 41"),
a French-Italian crime film starring Alain Delon, Carla
Gravina and Charles Vanel and directed by José
Giovanni. Poster appears to be in excellent condition
with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

Vintage International Tri-Fold Movie Posters194

LOT #

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1973 American Comedy Western film directed by
James Frawley and starring Dennis Hopper, Warren
Oates, Lee Purcell, Peter Boyle and Ben Johnson.
Poster appears to be in excellent Condition as
pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

Kid Blue 1973 Tri-Fold Movie Poster/Dennis
Hopper

195

Original vintage linen backed Italian movie poster for
Cittadino Dello Spazio (U.S. Release Title: This Island
Earth), a 1955 American science fiction film starring
Jeff Morrow, Faith Domergue and Rex Reason.
Approximately 41" x 58" with linen backing. This poster
has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the
poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

This Island Earth 1955 Italian Poster 41" x
58"/LB

195a

Seven re-prints/reproduction posters from various films
such as Godzilla (1956), "Divorzio all'italiana"
(otherwise known as "Divorce Italian Style"), Europa
'51  and more! The Europa '51 poster measures
roughly 23x32 1/2" for size reference. Two of the
posters have been mounted and or printed onto
foamcore. Conditions as photographed. See pictures
for further condition details.

Assorted Movie Poster Reproduction Lot196

Original tri-fold one-sheet movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1968 British black comedy film directed by Roy
Ward Baker for Hammer Films and Seven Arts and
starring Bette Davis.  Poster appears to be in good
shape with some edge wear and light to moderate
creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

The Anniversary 1968 Tri-Fold Poster Bette
Davis

197

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Original 1974 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the epic mafia crime film starring Al Pacino, Robert
Duvall, Diane Keaton and Robert DeNiro. 27" x 41"
folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in good shape
with corner tack hole tears, general wear and fold
creasing. Fold lines have a couple of small tears.
Condition as pictured..

The Godfather Part II One-Sheet Movie Poster198

Five vintage lithograph Ron Edwards poster prints of,
"Cockatoo (No. 1299)" produced by IRA Roberts
Publishing, Inc. in 1980. Measures roughly 19" x 25".
Posters are in overall nice visual shape but exhibit
signs of general wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Cockatoo (1980) IRA Ron Edwards Poster Print
Lot

198a

Five vintage rolled one-sheet posters for the 1978 film
"The Deer Hunter" starring Robert DeNiro. Posters
measure 27"x41. Posters show some wear including
varying amounts of edgewear, edge tears, creasing,
and foxing. Overall nice condition. Please see photos
for further condition details.

The Deer Hunter (1978) One-Sheet Lot of (5)199

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which
includes #1-8, for the 1965 cult B-movie "How to Stuff
a Wild Bikini" directed by William Asher and distributed
by American International Pictures. Stars
actors/actresses such as Annette Funicello, Buster
Keaton, Dwayne Hickman, and more! 

Overall, these lobby cards present themselves to be in
great shape, however, each card has varying light
general wear such as blunted corners, light stains,
tanning, and edge wear. 

See pictures for further condition details.

How to Stuff a Wild Bikini Lobby Cards 1965
AIP

200

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Border Legion, a 1940 American Western film directed
by Joseph Kane and written by Olive Cooper and Louis
Stevens. It is based on the 1916 novel The Border
Legion by Zane Grey. The film stars Roy Rogers,
George "Gabby" Hayes, Carol Hughes, Joe Sawyer,
Maude Eburne and Jay Novello.  Approximately 31
3/8" x 44 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye

The Border Legion 1940 Linen Backed Poster200a

LOT #
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Steel
Town". Film was directed by George Sherman and
stars Ann Sheridan, Howard Duff, John Lund, and
more. Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits
signs of moderate general wear such as edge wear,
tack holes, creases, tanning, tears, portions of staining,
and areas of fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Steel Town (1952) George Sherman 1sh Poster201

Five 1970s to 1980s folded one sheet and British quad
posters featuring various films such as The Gods Must
be Crazy (Quad), That's Dancing, The Stepford Wives,
The Orient Express, and Stardust Memories! All
posters have varying degrees of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

1970s/80s Film One Sheet & Quad Poster Lot
of (5)

202

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for the films Fury at
Furnace Creek (1948, 60s rerelease) and Frontier
Gambler (1956). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! Fury at Furnace
Creek (1948, 27" x 41", 60s rerelease), an American
Western film starring Victor Mature, Coleen Gray,
Glenn Langan, and Reginald Gardiner. Poster is in nice
shape with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back. Frontier Gambler (1956,
27" x 41"), an American Western film directed by Sam
Newfield and written by Orville H. Hampton. The film
stars John Bromfield, Coleen Gray, Kent Taylor, Jim
Davis, Margia Dean and Veda Ann Borg. Poster
appears to be in nice shape with some general edge
wear and some fold creasing as pictured. Studio
stamped on the back. NO tack holes.

Vintage Westerns Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot203

Original tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") and half-sheet
(22" x 28") for the 1973 American drama film starring
James Caan, Marsha Mason and Eli Wallach.  Posters
appears to be in excellent condition with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
These posters are from the legendary Deluxe

Cinderella Liberty Half & Tri-Fold Posters 1974204

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

Four vintage folded and rolled posters from various
RKO films such as "Jungle Headhunters" (1951),
"Footlight Varieties" (1951), and two RKO Classics
Festival poster from 1978. Posters measure 27"x41"
and 17 1/2"x 22 1/2". Posters show varying amounts of
wear including creasing, major tears, age discoloration,
abrasion and chipping. Overall nice condition. Please
see photos for further condition details.

RKO Pictures Poster Lot of (4)205

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Most Dangerous Man Alive, a 1961 black-and-white
American science fiction film, that stars Ron Randell,
Debra Paget, and Elaine Stewart. Approximately 28
1/8" x 42 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Most Dangerous Man Alive 1961 Linen Backed
Poster

205a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films The Effect of
Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds (1972),
Next Step Greenwich Village (1975) and Lovers and
Other Strangers (1970). See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! The Effect of Gamma
Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds (1972, 27" x 41",
style B) an American drama film starring Joanne
Woodward and produced and directed by her husband,
Paul Newman. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured. with NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.  Next Step Greenwich Village
(1975, 27" x 41") for comedy-drama film written and
directed by Paul Mazursky, featuring Lenny Baker,
Shelley Winters, Ellen Greene, Lois Smith, and
Christopher Walken. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. Lovers and Other Strangers 1970, 27" x

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot206

LOT #
41") an American romantic comedy film starring
Richard S. Castellano, Gig Young, Cloris Leachman,
Anne Jackson, Bea Arthur, Bonnie Bedelia, Michael
Brandon, Harry Guardino, Anne Meara, Bob Dishy,
Marian Hailey, Joseph Hindy, and, in her film debut,
Diane Keaton. Sylvester Stallone was an extra in this
movie. Poster appears to be in nice shape with some
minor discoloration as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1957 film noir adventure/crime/drama directed by
Allan Dwan and starring Ray Milland, Anthony Quinn
and Debra Paget. Poster appears to be in excellent
condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back. This poster is from the
legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

The River's Edge 1957 Tri-Fold Movie Poster207

Lot of 6 posters. Includes: Night of the Lepus 1972,
Captive Female 1973, The Neptune Factor 1973,
Crazy House 1973, Moving Violation 1976, and
Nightwing 1979. Movie posters are all folded and
measure approx.. 27" x 41". Overall they appear to be
in nice shape with some varied wear. Condition as
pictured.

1970s Movie Poster Lot207a

Five vintage America related travel posters and tourist
prints. The Golden State Limited: Southern Pacific
trainline poster has been mounted and measures
roughly 28x40" for size reference. The West Hollywood
tourist print appears to have been signed by the artist,
however, we do not have an accompanying Certificate
of Authenticity. Conditions as photographed. See
pictures for further condition details.

VTG American Travel Poster & More Lot of (5)208

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "The Return of Count Yorga", a
horror comedy film from 1971. Film was directed by
Bob Kelljan, distributed by American International
Pictures, and stars Robert Quarry and Roger Perry.
Poster is in overall great shape but exhibits signs of
light general wear such as edge wear, creases, portions
of discoloration, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

The Return of Count Yorga '71 Robert Quarry
Poster

209

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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A vintage folded original one sheet poster for,
"Comanche Territory", an American Western film. Film
was directed by George Sherman and stars Maureen
O'Hara, Macdonald Carey, and more. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear (caused prior to being linen backed) such
as edge wear, creases, staining, and areas of fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further
condition details.

Commanche Territory '50 Western Linen 1sh
Poster

210

Original vintage linen backed Australian movie poster
for Picnic at Hanging Rock, a 1975 Australian mystery
film directed by Peter Weir and based on the 1967
novel Picnic at Hanging Rock by Joan Lindsay. Cliff
Green adapted the novel into a screenplay. The film
stars Rachel Roberts, Dominic Guard, Helen Morse,
Vivean Gray and Jacki Weaver.  Approximately 30 1/4"
x 41 1/4" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Picnic at Hanging Rock Linen Back Poster
1975

210a

A vintage rolled 1980 quad poster for the film "Raging
Bull" starring Robert DeNiro. Poster measures 30"x40"
and is printed on cardstock. Poster shows some wear
including creasing along the edges, scuffing and some
light discoloration to the back. Overall nice condition.
Please see photos for further condition details.

Raging Bull (1980) - Quad Poster211

Lot of 2 posters. Includes a rare tri-fold poster and a
standard fold 1-sheet for the films Hound Dog Man
(1959) and No Down Payment (1957).  See full
description for details and conditions. These posters
are from the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th
Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities
were being decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this
collection has been waiting quietly in storage for
around 50 years, and here's your chance to own a
piece of history! Hound-Dog Man (1959, 27" x 41") a
musical comedy drama film directed by Don Siegel,
based on the 1947 novel by Fred Gipson, and starring
Fabian, Carol Lynley, and Stuart Whitman. Poster
appears to be in good shape with a general edge wear

1950s Original Tri-Fold + 1-Sheet Movie Poster
Lot

212

LOT #
and tears with some minor creasing as pictured. NO
tack holes. Studio stamped on the back. No Down
Payment (1957, 27" x 41") a 1957 drama starring
Joanne Woodward, Sheree North and Tony Randall.
Poster appears to be in good shape with some edge
tears as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on
the back.

A one sheet poster ad meant to deter movie goers from
illegally pirating films. Poster was distributed by the
Motion Pictures Association of America and the
National Association of Theater Owners. Poster is in
overall great condition with light signs of general
storage wear such as edge wear and creasing. See
pictures for further condition details.

"Lights. Camera. Busted" Anti-Piracy Ad 1sh
Poster

213

12" x 16" jumbo color still from the 1967 film, Doctor
Dolittle. Still appears to be in excellent condition with
little wear as pictured. NO tack holes. This Italian
Rotograph was from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

Doctor Dolittle 1967 Jumbo Still Photo214

Lot of 4 vintage posters. Includes The Sting (1973),
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (70s rerelease),
Earthquake (1974) and Dogs (1977). Descriptions for
individual posters as follows: The Sting original release
vintage one-sheet movie poster for the 1973 American
caper film set in September 1936 starring Robert
Redford and Paul Newman. 27" x 41" folded. Overall,
the poster appears to be in good shape with corner tack
hole tears, general wear, some tape residue, small
portions of discoloration and fold creasing. Fold lines
have a couple of tears.  Condition as pictured.. Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid 1973/74 rerelease
vintage one-sheet movie poster for the 1969 wild west
crime film starring Robert Redford and Paul Newman.
27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in
good shape with corner tack hole tears, general wear
and fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of tears.
Condition as pictured.. Earthquake original 1974
release vintage one-sheet movie poster for the disaster
film starring Charlton Heston. 27" x 41" folded. Overall,
the poster appears to be in decent shape with general
edge wear, corner tack holes, some portions of

1970s Hollywood Movie Poster Lot215

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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discoloration and fold creasing. Fold lines have a
couple of small tears.  Condition as pictured.. Dogs
original 1977 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the horror film directed by Burt Brinckerhoff about a
pack of dogs that go on a killing spree starring David
McCallum (Man From Uncle/NCIS). 27" x 41" folded.
Overall, the poster appears to be in nice shape with
little wear.  It has light creasing and a small tear along
the line. Condition as pictured..

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for the
German 1970 rerelease of the 1955 film starring Leslie
Nielsen. Approximately 27" x 35" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Linen backing enhances eye
appeal and provides durability. These two qualities
elevate the poster's value. Edge and surface wear with
Condition as pictured..

Forbidden Planet (1955) German Linen Backed
Poster

215a

A vintage rolled 1974 quad poster for the Mel Brooks
film "Blazing Saddles". Poster measures 30"x40" and is
printed on cardstock. Poster shows some wear
including creasing, stains along the back, tears and
chipping. Overall nice condition. Please see photos for
further condition details.

Blazing Saddles (1974) - Quad Poster216

Lot of 4 vintage, original 11" x 14" lobby cards for the
following films: Eagle Squadron (1942, Robert
Stack/Diana Barrymore), Each Dawn I Die (1939/1947
rerelease, James Cagney), Two Senoritas From
Chicago (1943, Joan Davis/Jinx Falkenburg), Tender
Comrade (1944, Ginger Rogers), Redhead From
Manhattan (1943, Lupe Velez). Lobby cards appear to
be in overall nice shape with some varied wear. See
pictures for condition details.

1940s Lobby Card Lot216a

Five vintage offset lithograph poster prints of Maxfield
Parrish's "Dinky Bird" produced by Portal Publications
in the 1970s. Measures roughly 25" x 36". Condition as
pictured.. See pictures for further condition details.

VTG Maxfield Parrish Dinky Bird Poster Lot of
(5)

217

A vintage original 13 3/8x30" daybill poster for,

Midnight Cowboy 1969 Hoffman 13x30 Daybill
Poster

218

LOT #
"Midnight Cowboy" which has been mounted on fiber
board. Film was directed by John Schlesinger and stars
Dustin Hoffman, John Voight, and more. Poster is in
overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs of moderate
general wear (caused prior to being mounted) such as
edge wear, tanning, and areas of fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Original, vintage (Approx. 45" x 62") French movie
poster for the film Beyond A Pale Horse (aka et vint le
jour vengeance), a 1964 film starring Gregory Peck,
Anthony Quinn and Omar Sharif. Poster is folded and
appears to be in overall excellent condition with a  as
pictured.

Behold A Pale Horse French Movie Poster 47"
x 63"

218a

A variety of prints and posters published in a variety of
years. The Betty Boop poster measures roughly 22" x
28" for size reference. Conditions as photographed.
See pictures for further condition details.

Miscellaneous Vintage to Modern Poster &
Print Lot

219

A turntable mini-bust figure of the Politician from John
Carpenter's 1988 sci-fi/horror film, "They Live",
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with minor
wear but has slight bubble and box abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

They Live Politician Spinatures Figure220

Four vintage posters based upon the illustrations
created by Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha,
produced by Portal Publications in the 1970s. Includes
Bieres de la Meuse, Salon des Cent, Job, and
L'ermitage. The larger posters measure roughly
21x29". Conditions as pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Alphonse Mucha Art Nouveau Portal Poster
Lot of 4

220a

A vintage rolled 1956 2-sheet poster for the film
"Arizona Raiders". Poster measures 40"x60" and is
printed on cardstock. Poster shows some wear
including creasing along the edges, age discoloration,
and a 3" tear on the top. Overall nice condition. Please
see photos for further condition details.

Arizona Raiders (1965) - 2-sheet Poster221

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot of 2 posters. 1 rare tri-fold poster and a standard
one-sheet for the films Rapture (1965) and Squad Car
(1960). See full description for details and conditions.
These posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! Rapture (1965, 27" x 41")is a
1965 drama film directed by John Guillermin, and
starring Melvyn Douglas, Patricia Gozzi, and Dean
Stockwell. Poster appears to be in excellent Condition
as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the
back.  Squad Car (1960, 27" x 41") is a 1960 American
crime drama film directed by Ed Leftwich and starring
Vici Raaf, Paul Bryar, Don Marlowe, Jack Harris, and
Lynn Moore. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back.

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot222

Lot of 4 posters. The Murder Game 1965, Mary, Mary
1963, No Love For Johnnie 1961, and Candy 1968.
Movie posters are all folded and measure approx.. 27"
x 41". Overall they appear to be in nice shape with
some varied wear. Condition as pictured.

1960s Movie Poster Lot222a

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (27" x 41") for
the 1961 war drama directed by Robert D. Webb and
starring Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel (in her final
film), Margia Dean, Yvonne Craig and Cesar Romero
about women prisoners in a Japanese World War II
prison camp, interned with other prisoners. Poster
appears to be in excellent condition with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.
This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

7 Women from Hell 1971 Tri-Fold Movie Poster223

Original, vintage (45" x 62") French movie poster for
the film Being There (aka Bienvenue Mister Chance), a
1979 film starring Peter Sellers and Shirley MacLane.
Poster is folded and appears to be in overall excellent
condition with some minor edge wear as pictured.
Condition as pictured.

Being There French Movie Poster 47" x 63"223a

LOT #

A variety of lobby cards from the 1940s to 1950s
featuring various films such as I Was an American
Spy, The Sea Hawk, Seven Sinners, and more!
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition
details.

1940s/50s Film Lobby Card Variety Lot224

2 vintage, original posters. Includes Convicts 4 and
Harbor Lights. Both posters measure 30" x 40" and are
on thick stock. Convicts 4 is a is a 1962 American neo
noir crime film starring Ben Gazzara and directed by
Millard Kaufman. Harbor Lights is 1963 American film
directed by Maury Dexter and stars Jeff Morrow,
Míriam Colón and Kent Taylor. Both posters are rolled.
Overall they appear to be in great shape with some
light wear. Condition as pictured.

1960s Thick Stock F/S Movie Poster Lot224a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films 3 Brave Men
(1956), The Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker (1959) and
Say One For Me (1959) . See full description for details
and conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! 3 Brave Men (1956,
27" x 41") is an American drama film directed by Philip
Dunne and starring Ray Milland, Ernest Borgnine and
Frank Lovejoy. Poster appears to be in nice shape with
some light edge wear with Condition as pictured..
Studio stamped on the back. NO tack holes. The
Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker (1959, 27" x 41") is a
comedy film starring Clifton Webb and Dorothy
McGuire directed by Henry Levin in CinemaScope. The
film is based on the 1953 Broadway play of the same
title. Poster appears to be in nice shape with a couple
of small edge tears and little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back. Say One For Me
(1959, 27" x 41"), an American comedy musical film
starring Bing Crosby, Debbie Reynolds and Robert
Wagner. Poster has several condition issues with
tearing and general wear as pictured. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back.

1950s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot225

Original vintage linen backed Spanish movie poster for
James Bond: On Her Majesty's Secret Service a 1969
spy film starring George Lazenby. Approximately 31
1/8" x 42 1/2" with linen backing. This poster has added
value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with

On Her Majesty's Secret Service Linen Poster225a
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acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Vintage 1961 King of Kings Complete Set of 8 Lobby
Cards (61/204). The cards are approximately 11" x 14".
The cards are in beautiful condition with no major rips
or tears. They have staple marks/hole along the
perimeters. The number 8 card has pencil hand writing
on the back. Please see pictures for further condition
details.

King of Kings 1961 61/204 Lobby Cards Set of
(8)

226

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Bonnie Parker Story, a 1958 crime film directed by
William Witney. The film stars Dorothy Provine as
Parker; Parker's actual historical partner, Clyde Barrow,
is renamed Guy Darrow for the film's story, and played
by Jack Hogan.  Approximately 27 1/8" x 42 3/8" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

The Bonnie Parker Story 1958 Linen Backed
Poster

226a

A vintage rolled "Men Working Together" American
WWII poster produced in 1942 by the Division of
Information (specifically the Office of Emergency
Management). Measures roughly 30x40". Overall rough
shape, condition as photographed. See pictures for
further condition details.

VTG WWII Men Working Together 1942 30x40
Poster

227

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Black
Sunday, a  1960 Italian gothic horror film directed by
Mario Bava in his official directorial debut, and starring
Barbara Steele, John Richardson, Andrea Checchi, Ivo
Garrani, Arturo Dominici and Enrico Oliveri.
Approximately 28" x 42 1/4" with linen backing. This
poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying
the poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

Black Sunday 1961 Linen Backed Movie Poster227a

LOT #

Original insert (14" x 36") movie poster for the 1972
American romantic black comedy film directed by
Elaine May and written by Neil Simon, starring Charles
Grodin, Cybill Shepherd, Jeannie Berlin, Audra Lindley,
Eddie Albert, and Doris Roberts. Poster appears to be
in nice shape with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. This poster is from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!

The Heartbreak Kid 1972 Insert Movie Poster228

Lot of 2 vintage, original 14" x 22" window cards.
Includes: The Land Unknown (1957, Jock
Mahoney/Shawn Smith) and Union Station (1950,
William Holden/Nancy Olson). Overall they appear to
be in good shape with some varied wear. The Land
Unknown was folded. The Union Station card
advertises that is was playing at the Dipson Batavia
theatre. Condition as pictured.

1950s Movie Theatre Window Card Lot228a

A vintage rolled 1972 2-sheet poster for the Woody
Allen film "Play It Again, Sam". Poster measures
40"x60" and is printed on cardstock. Poster shows
some wear including creasing along the edges, minor
spots of discoloration, and small areas of moisture
damage. Overall nice condition. Please see photos for
further condition details.

Play It Again, Sam (1972) - 2-sheet Poster229

A vintage folded original 1964 one sheet (27"x41")
poster for, "The Fall of the Roman Empire". Film was
directed by Anthony Mann, distributed by Paramount
Pictures, and stars Sophia Loren. 

Poster is in overall nice visual shape but exhibits signs
of moderate wear such as edge wear, creases, tears,
tack holes, abrasions, staining, discoloration/tanning,
writing/stamp marks on the back, and areas of fold
wear and or fold separation. 

See pictures for further condition details.

Fall of the Roman Empire Sophia Loren 1sh
Poster

230

Four 1970s folded one sheet posters featuring various
films such as Love and Death (Style B), Las Vegas
Lady, The Deadly Trap, and The Horsemen! All posters
have varying degrees of fold wear and or fold

1970s Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (4)231

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Original 1971 release vintage one-sheet movie poster
for the neo-noir action thriller film starring Clint
Eastwood. 27" x 41" folded. Studio stamped Dirty Harry
1 Sh. Dom. 71/349 on back. Overall, the poster
appears to be in good shape with corner tack holes
tears and fold creasing. Fold lines have a couple of
small tears. Some portions of discoloration are present.
Condition as pictured..

Dirty Harry One-Sheet Movie Poster232

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The
Maryjane, a 1968 feature film starring Fabian as a high
school art teacher who is framed for drug possession.
Approximately 27 5/8" x 40 5/8" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Maryjane 1968 Fabian Linen Backed Movie
Poster

232a

Lot of 2 rare tri-fold posters for the films Black Lace
Vendetta (AKA Les Grands Moyens, Short and Sweet,
The Greatest Medium, The Great Means 1976, 27" x
41") and Twin Souls (AKA Zagubione Dusze (polish
title), Anima persa (Italian title), Ames perdues
(French) and Twin Souls/The Forbidden Room (English
title). See full description for details and conditions.
These posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled
when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history!  Black Lace Vendetta is an
exceptionally rare poster for the American release of a
film by Hubert Cornfield. In this film, the local mob
wipes out an entire family for revenge, with the
exception of a sweet little old aunt and her two
daughters. Unfortunately for the killers, the sweet little
old aunt is a vengeful Corsican who proceeds to hunt
down and slay them for murdering her loved ones.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with little wear.
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Twin Souls
(1978, 27" x 41") is a Dino Risi French/Italian horror
mystery melodrama. Poster appears to be in excellent
condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack holes.

Vintage 1970s International Tri-Fold Movie
Posters

233

LOT #

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Hell
Ship Mutiny, a 1957 American South Seas adventure
film directed by Lee Sholem and Elmo Williams
starring Jon Hall. Approximately 28 1/4" x 41 1/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Hell Ship Mutiny 1957 Linen Backed Movie
Poster

233a

A group of ten vintage blacklight Capricorn astrological
posters produced by Pro Arts, Inc Media in 1969. Items
measure roughly 17" x 21 1/8". Gallery photo provided
is a stock photo utilized as an example for what the
poster will look like unrolled. Blacklight ink has been
tested and glows. Posters are rolled in the original
plastic and are in overall nice shape with some varying
degrees of flattening due to their time in storage. See
pictures for further condition details.

Capricorn Zodiac Blacklight Poster 1969 Lot of
12

234

Vintage 1952 No Holds Barred - Bowery Boys Movie
Poster. Overall the poster is in nicer condition. The
poster has a few rips/tears, discoloration, tape residue,
and holes on the folds. There is a handwritten number
marked on the back. The poster is approximately 41" x
27". Please see pictures for further condition details.

No Holds Barred (1952)  Bowery Boys 1sh
Poster

235

Lot of 5 posters. Boys Town (1938/1957 rerelease), No
Down Payment 1957, Man or Gun 1958, Bayou 1957
and Murder By Contract 1959. Movie posters are all
folded and measure approx.. 27" x 41". Overall they
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied
wear. Condition as pictured.

1950s Movie Poster Lot235a

Two 1950s rolled Belgium related travel posters.
Measures roughly 24 1/2x39 1/2". Conditions as
photographed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1950s Belgium Travel Posters Lot of
(2)

236

Lot of 4 rare tri-fold posters for the films Thunder and
Lightning (1977), Next Step Greenwich Village (1975,
American and International posters), and Moving

1970s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot237

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Violation (1976). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history!  Thunder and
Lightning (1977, 27" x 41") an action comedy film
directed by Corey Allen, and starring David Carradine
and Kate Jackson. Poster appears to be in nice shape
with some general edge wear as pictured with NO tack
holes.  Next Step Greenwich Village (1975, 27" x 41"
American release) for comedy-drama film written and
directed by Paul Mazursky, featuring Lenny Baker,
Shelley Winters, Ellen Greene, Lois Smith, and
Christopher Walken. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. Next Step Greenwich Village (1975, 27" x
41", International Poster). Poster appears to be in
excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.  Moving Violation (1976, 27" x
41") for the 1976 action film starring Stephen McHattie.
Poster appears to be in nice shape with little wear.
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes.

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
Wizards, a 1977 American animated post-apocalyptic
science fantasy film written, directed and produced by
Ralph Bakshi and distributed by 20th Century-Fox. The
film follows a battle between two wizards of opposing
powers, one representing the forces of magic and the
other representing the forces of technology.
Approximately 29" x 42 1/4" with linen backing. This
poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying
the poster with acid-free linen acts as a safeguard,
enhances eye appeal, and provides durability. It's both
visually stunning and is worth more on the collector's
market. Condition as pictured.

Wizards 1976 Linen Backed Movie Poster237a

6 original 1961 lobby cards (14" x 11"). Snow White
and the Three Stooges is a 1961 American comedy,
fantasy film. It is the second feature film to star the
Three Stooges after their 1959 resurgence in
popularity. This film stars Moe Howard, Larry Fine,
Curly Joe DeRita and Olympic gold medalist figure
skater Carol Heiss as Snow White. Lobby cards
appears to be in excellent condition with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. These lobby cards are from

Snow White and the Three Stooges Lobby
Cards

238

LOT #
the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

A Score Board Inc. Fantastic Voyage Collection that
includes 4 blueprints from the 1968 film and a T-Shirt.
Blueprints showcase interiors and exteriors of Ape
Town, exteriors of Space Ships, and typography for
various special props. Blueprints are reproduced from
the original set prints. Blueprints measure 25"x38".
Blueprints are rolled, but are in overall great condition
with minor wear from storage. T-Shirt is marked as an
X-Large and is free from stains, rips, or discoloration.
Collection includes Certificate of Authenticity. Please
see photos for further condition details.

Planet Of The Apes Collection - Score Board
Inc

239

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Mission
Over Korea, a 1953 American war film released by
Columbia Pictures, directed by Fred F. Sears, from a
story by former war correspondent Richard Tregaskis,
author of Guadalcanal Diary. The film stars John
Hodiak, John Derek, Audrey Totter and Maureen
O'Sullivan. Approximately 28 3/8" x 41 5/8" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Linen backing
enhances eye appeal and provides durability. These
two qualities elevate the poster's value. Poster has a
Canadian Quebec stamp. Condition as pictured..

Mission Over Korea 1953 Linen Backed Movie
Poster

239a

A 1998 promotional Seven of Nine #303 cardboard
cutout standee. Lifesize and measures roughly 21" x
72" tall. A stock photo has been utilized for the first
image and some visual discrepancies may be present.
See pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek Voyage Seven of Nine Cardboard
Standee

240

Lot of 4 rare tri-fold posters for the films The Pleasure
Seekers (1964), Thunder Island (1963), 30 Years of
Fun (1963) and They Shoot Horse Don't They? (1969).
See full description for details and conditions. These
posters are from the legendary Deluxe
Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash. Pulled

1960s Original Tri-Fold Movie Poster Lot241

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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when the facilities were being decommissioned in the
1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting quietly
in storage for around 50 years, and here's your chance
to own a piece of history! The Pleasure Seekers
(1964,27" x 41"), an American musical romantic
comedy film starring Ann-Margret, Tony Franciosa,
Carol Lynley, Gardner McKay, and Pamela Tiffin, with
Gene Tierney (in her final film) and Brian Keith. Poster
appears to be in nice shape with some light to
moderate creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. Studio
stamped on the back.  Thunder Island (1963, 27" x
41"), an American action film directed by Jack
Leewood, written by Don Devlin and Jack Nicholson,
and starring Gene Nelson, Fay Spain, Brian Kelly,
Míriam Colón, and Art Bedard.  Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.  30 Years of Fun
(1963 ,27" x 41") a film that celebrates the antics of the
greatest silent film comedians. Poster appears to be in
excellent condition with little wear as pictured. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back.  They Shoot Horse
Don't They? (1969, 27" x 41"), an American
psychological drama film directed by Sydney Pollack
starring Jane Fonda, Michael Sarrazin, Susannah York,
Gig Young, Bonnie Bedelia, and Red Buttons. Poster
appears to be in excellent condition with little wear as
pictured. NO tack holes. Studio stamped on the back.

Original vintage linen backed Spanish language theatre
poster from Argentina for Nostradamus Jr. (circa 1940)
Art by Triano. Approximately 31 3/4" x 42 1/4" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Nostradamus Jr. 1940 Magic Theatre Linen
Backed

241a

1974 rerelease vintage one-sheet movie poster for the
1968 sci-fi film 2001: A Space Odyssey by Stanley
Kubrick. 27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears
to be in nice shape with corner tack holes and fold
creasing. Fold lines have a couple of small tears.
Condition as pictured..

2001: A Space Odyssey One-Sheet Movie
Poster

242

LOT #

A variety of film pressbooks, ad books, photo stills, and
more related items. Includes a pressbook for The
Godfather (1972), James Bond: The Spy Who Loved
Me (1977), Death Race 2000 (1975), and more!
Conditions as pictured. See photos for further condition
details.

Promotional Film Ad/Pressbook/Publishing
Lot

242a

A complete set of eight original vintage 11"x14" lobby
cards for the 1940s film, "Dulcy", directed by S. Sylvan
Simon and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn Mayer
Studios. Stars actors/actresses such as Ann Southern,
Ian Hunter, Roland Young, and more! Overall, these
lobby cards appear to be in nice visual shape but do
have varying general display and storage wear such as
tanning, staining, light creasing, slight moisture
damage, tape residue, and edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Dulcy Lobby Card Set 1940s Ann Southern/Ian
Hunter

243

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for The Spy
with My Face, a 1965 spy-fi spy film based on The Man
from U.N.C.L.E. television series. Robert Vaughn and
David McCallum reprised their roles as secret agents
Napoleon Solo and Illya Kuryakin respectively.
THRUSH tries to steal a super weapon by substituting
a double for Solo. The film was directed by John
Newland.  Approximately 28 3/4" x 42 5/8" with linen
backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Man From Uncle 1965 Linen Backed Movie
Poster

243a

Lot of 3 rare tri-fold posters for the films The Miracle of
the Hills (1959), The Purple Hills (1961) and The
Canadians (1961). See full description for details and
conditions. These posters are from the legendary
Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox backlot stash.
Pulled when the facilities were being decommissioned
in the 1960s and 70s, this collection has been waiting
quietly in storage for around 50 years, and here's your
chance to own a piece of history! The Miracle of the
Hills (1959, 27" x 41"), an American Western film
directed by Paul Landres and starring Rex Reason,
Nan Leslie, Betty Lou Gerson, Charles Arnt, Jay North

1950s Westerns Tri-Fold Poster Lot244

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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and June Vincent.  Poster appears to be in good shape
with some minor edge tears and a small fold crease
hole as pictured. Bottom edge tear was taped. NO tack
holes. Studio stamped on the back. The Purple Hills
(1961, 27" x 41"),an American Western film directed by
Maury Dexter and written by Russ Bender and Edith
Cash Pearl. The film stars Gene Nelson, Kent Taylor,
Danny Zapien, Medford Salway, Russ Bender and
Joanna Barnes. Poster appears to be in excellent
Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes. Studio stamped
on the back. The Canadians (1961, 27" x 41") for the
Anglo–Canadian CinemaScope Western film written
and directed by Burt Kennedy. It starred Robert Ryan,
John Dehner and Torin Thatcher. Poster appears to be
in excellent Condition as pictured.. NO tack holes.
Studio stamped on the back.

Original 1975 release vintage one-sheet movie poster.
27" x 41" folded. Overall, the poster appears to be in
nice shape with corner tack holes and fold creasing.
Fold lines have a couple of small tears. Center of
poster appears to have some discoloration with
Condition as pictured..

One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest Movie Poster245

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
Conquest of Space, a 1955 American Technicolor
science fiction film from Paramount Pictures that stars
Walter Brooke, Eric Fleming, and Mickey
Shaughnessy.  Approximately 29 1/8" x 42 7/8" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Conquest of Space 1955 Linen Backed Movie
Poster

245a

Original one-sheet tri-fold movie poster (style B, 27" x
41") for the 1974 rock musical comedy horror film
written and directed by Brian De Palma and scored by
and starring Paul Williams. Poster appears to be in
good shape with a general edge wear and some minor
creasing as pictured. NO tack holes. This poster is from
the legendary Deluxe Laboratories/20th Century Fox
backlot stash. Pulled when the facilities were being
decommissioned in the 1960s and 70s, this collection
has been waiting quietly in storage for around 50 years,
and here's your chance to own a piece of history!

Phantom of the Paradise 1974 Tri-Fold Movie
Poster

246

LOT #

A rolled backlit poster of, "Funny Face". Film was
released in 1957, directed by Gene Kelly, and stars
Audrey Hepburn, and more. Measures roughly 37x49".
Conditions as pictured. See photos for further condition
details.

Funny Face Backlit Film Poster247

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for
Blackboard Jungle, a 1955 American social drama film
starring Glenn Ford, Anne Francis, Louis Calhern,
Margaret Hayes and a breakout role for Sidney Poitier.
Approximately 28 1/2" x 42 1/4" with linen backing.
This poster has added value as it is Linen-Backed.
Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen acts as a
safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and provides
durability. It's both visually stunning and is worth more
on the collector's market. Condition as pictured.

Blackboard Jungle 1955 Linen Backed Movie
Poster

247a

A vintage, folded, original one sheet poster for the cult
classic B-movie, "X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes", a
science-fiction horror movie. Poster is in overall great
shape but exhibits signs of light general wear such as
edge wear, creases, tears, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. There are portions of markings/writing
present on the back of the poster. See pictures for
further condition details.

X: The Man with the X-Ray Eyes 1963 AIP 1sh
Poster

248

8 movie theatre and pop culture items are in this lot.
Included is window card (14" x 22") for Once in a Blue
Moon (1935, Jimmy Savo), a lobby card  (11" x 14") for
The Sun Never Sets (1939 Douglas Fairbanks Jr./Basil
Rathbone), an 8" x 10" still from Rough Riders
Round-Up (1939, Gary Usher/Mary Hart), a 1938 book
called A Day with Charlie McCarthy (1938, with
pictures), a lobby card sleeve for Union Pacific (1939,
Barbara Stanwyck/Joel McCrea), a herald for the 1934
film Carolina (Janet Gaynor/Lionel Barrymore), a
herald for Daybreak (1930, Ramon Novarro/Helen
Chandler) and a herald for Here Comes the Band
(1935, Ted Lewis, Virginia Bruce and Ted Healy).
Overall the items in this lot are in good shape with
some varied wear. Condition as pictured.

1930s Lobby/Window Cards/Heralds + More248a

A vintage folded original one sheet poster for, "Tony
Rome", an American neo-noir film. Film was directed
by Gordon Douglas and stars Frank Sinatra as Tony

Tony Rome 1967 Frank Sinatra Noir Film 1sh
Poster

249

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Rome. Poster is in overall great visual shape but
exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Original vintage linen backed Style C movie poster for
Thunderbolt and Lightfoot, a 1974 American crime
comedy film written and directed by Michael Cimino
and starring Clint Eastwood, Jeff Bridges, George
Kennedy and Geoffrey Lewis.  Approximately 29 1/4" x
42 3/8" with linen backing. This poster has added value
as it is Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with
acid-free linen acts as a safeguard, enhances eye
appeal, and provides durability. It's both visually
stunning and is worth more on the collector's market.
Condition as pictured.

Thunderbolt and Lightfoot 1974 Linen Backed
Poster

249a

Original vintage linen backed movie poster for Space
Master X-7, a 1958 American horror science fiction film
that stars Bill Williams, Lyn Thomas, and Robert Ellis.
Paul Frees, Judd Holdren, and Moe Howard have
supporting roles.  Approximately 28 1/4" x 42 1/2" with
linen backing. This poster has added value as it is
Linen-Backed. Fortifying the poster with acid-free linen
acts as a safeguard, enhances eye appeal, and
provides durability. It's both visually stunning and is
worth more on the collector's market. Condition as
pictured.

Space Master X-7 1958 Linen Backed Poster250

Original, vintage ( Approx. 47" x 63") French movie
poster for the film The Curse of Frankenstein (aka
Frankenstein S'est Echappe). Hammer Horror film
starring Christopher lee with poster art by Jean Mascii.
Poster is folded and appears to be in overall excellent
condition as pictured. This appears to be a 1970s
French rerelease of the 1957 film.

Curse of Frankenstein French Movie Poster
47"x 63"

250a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.


